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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION INTO THE THEORY OF DRIFT WAVES

IN TOROIDAL GEOMETRY



I. GENERAL INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE OF THE WORK

This thesis deals with a number of problems in the theory of lin-

ear stability of a hot, fully ionized plasma immersed in a strong mag-

netic field. The most widely used system to magnetically confine a plas-

ma is the tokamak. This is a toroidal, current carrying device with a

strong, externally imposed, magnetic field. This toroidal magnetic field,

together with the poloidal field produced by the current flowing in the

plasma in the toroidal direction, causes, the field lines to wind screw-

like around the torus. Under equilibrium conditions, the magnetic field

lines form a set of nested toroidal surfaces, called magnetic surfaces.

The innermost surface degenerates into a line, the magnetic axis, which

encircles the axis of symmetry of the torus. The toroidal field is ap-

proximately inversely proportional to the distance to the axis of symme-

try. As a consequence, the magnetic field strength varies along a field

line and is stronger at the inside than at the outside of the torus. In

particular, we will be concerned with the physical effects on low-fre-

quency wave motion that arise from the toroidicity and the non-uniform-

ity of the confining magnetic field.

In tokamaks, the electron particle and energy fluxes across the

confining magnetic field are much larger than those predicted by the

"neo-classical" theory of transport, which relies on collisions as the

origin of transport, but takes the geometry of the tokamak configuration

fully into account. This as yet unexplained transport is called "anoma-

lous" transport.

Three regimes can be distinguished in a tokamak: the central re- j
i

gion, the intermediate ("gradient") region and the outer region.

In the central region the gradients in the plasma temperature and den-

sity are small, and the plasma is dominated by MHD {magnetohydrodynamic)

activities like the occurrence of sawteeth oscillations.

In the outer region the effects of the wall, of the limiter, of the

presence of neutrals and impurities and of atomic processes like charge-

exchange, ionization, recombination, (de-)excitation, reflection of

neutrals by the wall or injection from the wall are essential.
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In the gradient region the MHD activity is low and it is generally

thought that the plasma transport in this region is determined by

microinstabilities with comparatively short wavelengths and low fre-

quencies which cause rapid and small scale plasma transport across

the magnetic field lines. The wavelengths of the observed fluctua-

tions are at least one order of magnitude smaller than the minor ra-

dius of the torus and their frequencies are rather low- These fluctua-

tions are not as large scale and fast as those that can be described

within the framework of ideal or resistive MHD.

In this work we will discuss the linear theory of unstable, low-

frequency waves in the gradient region. We will restrict ourselves to

electrostatic waves. In that case the resulting radial fluxes of par-

ticles and energy are due to electric cross-field drifts. In the presence

of magnetic fluctuations and small-scale reconnection phenomena, radial

transport could also be predominantly along field lines. At present,

it is not clear which of the two mechanisms is the dominant feature of

the observed anomalous transport (Rogister, 1934) .

Because the confined plasma is not in thermodynamic equilibrium,

there is a large amount of free energy available to drive instabilities. As

far as low-frequency electrostatic modes are concerned, this energy is

stored in the non-uniformity of the temperature and the density. Due to

the gradient in the pressure, which is always present in a magnetically

confined plasma, the particles have a diamagnetic drift velocity. Wave

motions arise with frequencies related with this drift velocity and

which can tap the free energy.

In tokamak experiments, fluctuations are observed with frequen-

cies and wavelengths that suggest the presence of drift wave turbulence.

By microwave and laser scattering and by probes inserted near the plasma

edge, it has been observed (Surko and Slusher, 1980; Mazzucato, 1982;

TPR Group and True, 1984; Ritz et al., 1984) that the characteristic

wavelength perpendicular to the magnetic field, A^, is of the order of

1 cm, which is a few times the thermal ion gyroradius. This wavelength
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is much smaller than the minor radius of the torus r , which is some

tens of centimeters in medium-size tokamak experiments. CC^-laser scat-

tering experiments show that the parallel wavelength, A,,, of the fluc-

tuations is much larger than X^ . The wavelengths of MHD oscillations,

on the other hand, are comparable with the plasma size. This is not the

case for the MHD "ballooning" modes, but thes ; have the higher frequency

characteristic of MHD oscillations. The mean frequency of the drift

fluctuations is found to be of the order of 1-102 kHz. This is much

smaller than the ion gyrofrequency, which is of the order of 102 MHz.

The observed density perturbation n/n varies over the plasma and

is very large near the edge. The observed frequency width is very large,

Aco ~ u, implying that non-linear effects are important. To be able to

judge the influence of this drift wave turbulence on transport, e.g.,

the spatial resolution of the measurements of the turbulence spectra

must be improved. A recent development is the use of correlation tech-

niques to obtain the A,,-spectrum (Grésillon et al., 1983).

The phase velocity of the electron drift wave is almost perpen-

dicular to both the magnetic field and the density gradient. It is in

the direction and of the order of the diamagnetic drift velocity of the

elecbrons. The phase velocity parallel to the magnetic field is smaller

than the electron thermal velocity and larger than the ion thermal ve-

locity. Consequently, the electrons tend to adapt to the electric poten-

tial and to take on a Boltzmann distribution, while ion Landau damping

is negligibly small. Since the wave frequency is far below the ion gyro-

frequency, both particle spec:ss acquire an electric cross-field drift.

The drift wave appears as the result of the rapid electron motion along

the field lines and of the ion cross-field drift in an inhomogeneous

plasma. Since the parallel wavelength is large, the stabilizing bending

of the magnetic field lines is small, and when 6 = 8iip/B2 , the ratio of

the plasma pressure to the pressure of the confining magnetic field, is

low, the waves are quasi-electrostatic. The density perturbation and

the wave electric field are 90° out of phase. Any mechanism that gives
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rise to a phase shift leads to damping or growth of the modes.

In the regime where the wave motion can be described by a collisionless

theory, the electron drift wave is destabilized by interactions between

resonant particles and the wave, and in the strongly collisional rsgime

by electron-ion collisions. Mechanisms that tend to stabilize the drift

wave are ion Landau damping in the collisionless regime and ion-ion col-

lisions (viscosity) in the strongly collisional regime.

In a tokamak the magnetic field is sheared, i.e., the pitch of the field

lines changes in the radial direction. The shear determines the overall

shape of the effective potential in the dispersion equation for the

drift wave and it has a strongly stabilizing influence. However, the

curvature of the magnetic field lines influences the potential in such

a way that the stabilizing effect of the shear is diminished.

Whether the drift wave is stable or unstable depends on the magnitude

of the shear, the curvature and the dissipative mechanisms.

The specific saturation mechanism for unstable drift waves can only be

deduced from a non-linear theory.

In the remaining part of this Chapter, we will introduce the con-

cepts and techniques that will be used in the discussion of drift modes

in toroidal geometry.

Starting from simplified fluid equations, the dynamics of drift

waves in a plasma in plane slab geometry with a sheared magnetic field

is discussed in Section II. 1. The dispersion equation is derived and

finite ion gyroradius corrections are discussed. The magnitude of the

shear damping is estimated.

In Section II.2 the dissipative mechanisms are introduced that

are destabilizing and that compete with the shear damping when the fre-

quency of the wave is smaller than the drift frequency. In toroidal geom-

etry, the curvature of the magnetic field has a strong influence on the

drift wave. The effective potential in the eigenmode equation is modi-

fied and it is shown that the shear damping can be diminished.
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In Section III.l the set of Boltzmann equations is given, which

describe the evolution of the electrons and the ions in the plasma. The

drift-kinetic ordering for a plasma in a strong magnetic fi.=ld is intro-

duced. The distribution function for each particle species :'.s written

as the sum of a Maxwellian part, a diamagnetic part and a neoclassical

part. The equilibrium equation to lowest order is derived. The toroidal

geometry, safety factor, shear and curvature of the magnetic field are

introduced. The approximation, for low 3/ of circular, concentric cross-

sections of the magnetic surfaces, used in Chapters 2 and 4, is given.

In Section III.2 the separation of the electrons in trapped and

circulating ones in a weakly collisional toroidal plasma is discussed.

The related concepts such as bounce frequency, turning point and tran-

sit frequency for the lowest order orbits are introduced. The division

of the plasma in three regimes of collisionality, viz., the strongly

collisional (Pfirsch-Schliiter), the plateau and the banana regime is

discussed. The weakly collisional, or banana, regime is the subject of

Chapter 2, and the strongly collisional regime is the subject of Chap-

ter 4.

The gyrokinetic equation for the perturbation of the distribution

function is derived in Section IV. The perturbed plasma densities and

currents are obtained by integrating the perturbed distribution function

over velocity space. The combination of these quantities with the Max-

well equations forms the basis of the calculations in Chapter 2.

In Section V, the ballooning representation is discussed. In this

representation, the two-dimensional eigenvalue problem is reduced to a

one-dimensional one in either an extended poloidal or an extended radial

variable. We shall employ the extended poloidal variable to describe the

effects of field line curvature and of finite ion gyroradii on electron

drift modes.

In Chapter 2 the electrostatic drift modes are investigated in

the weakly collisional regime. The eigenmode equation is derived from

the gyrokinetic equations for both electrons and ions. It is an integro-
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differential equation in the extended poloidal variable. Ion magnetic

drift resonant effects are fully retained, also in the ion sound contri-

bution. The integral part of the equation is due to the non-adiabatic

response of trapped and circulating electrons. The eigenmode equation is

analyzed numerically and it is found that the modes are strongly local-

ized in the poloidal direction and that the lowest even mode becomes un-

stable under the influence of the inverse Landau damping of circulating

electrons. It is shown that for increasing values of the curvature of

the magnetic field lines and for sufficiently large shear, the lowest

slab-like mode evolves into one of the higher oirder even curvature-in-

duced modes.

In Chapter 3 the moment equations in the two-fluid approach are

given. We use the transport coefficients that are valid in a strong mag-

netic field and neglect the effect of collisions on the perpendicular

motion of the electron and ion fluids. This set of equations is linear-

ized and the ordering which is appropriate for the description of drift

waves is employed.

In Chapter 4 the electrostatic drift modes are investigated in

the strongly collisional regime. The eigenmode equation is derived from

the collisional electron fluid equations presented in Chapter 3 and the

collisionless ion equations presented in Chapter 2. This collisionless

model for the ions is in agreement v/ith the fluid description of Chap-

ter 3 if all collisional effects on the ions are negligible. The eigen-

mode equation is a fourth order differential equation in the extended

poloidal variable. The lowest even mode becomes unstable under the in-

fluence of the electron-ion collisions. Next, the influence of ion-ion

collisions is investigated. For this purpose the collisional ion fluid

equations of Chapter 3 are used. When the ratio of the ion gyroradius

and the perpendicular wavelength p /X^ is increased, the growth rate does

not grow indefinitely but goes through a maximum due to the ion perpen-

dicular viscosity. This is analogous to the results of the calculations

in the weakly collisional regime in Chapter 2, where the growth rate also
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displays a maximum as a function of p./X^.

Gaussian units will be used. However, Boltzmann's constant is

taken to be unity, implying that the temperature is expressed in energy

units for which electronvolts are chosen.
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II. DRIFT WAVES

II.1 THE DRIFT WAVE IN THE PLANE SLAB APPROXIMATION

In this Section we will discuss the dynamics of drift waves in a

plasma with plane slab geometry. We shall use simplified fluid equations.

The plasma is assumed to be fully ionized and composed of an electron

fluid and a singly charged ion fluid.

The density of the plasma is inhomogeneous along the x-axis of the Car-

tesian coordinate system (x,y,z) used in this Section and the tempera-

tures are taken to be constant. The sheared magnetic field is represented

by B = (0,B =B x/L ,B ), where the characteristic length of the shear,

being the rate of rotation of the magnetic field lines in the radial di-

rection, is defined by L = [d(B /B )/dx]-1, with B << B . The geom-

etry is sketched in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The plane slab geometry with
a sheared magnetic field.

In this simplified picture, the radial direction corresponds to the x-

direction and the toroidal direction to the z-direction.

The shearlength L is taken to be positive, so that the current associ-s

ated with the y-component of B is along the positive z-axis.

Perturbations E, of the equilibrium quantities can be represented by

= £(x)exp[i(kzz + k y - u>t)] (2-1)
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The wavenumber parallel to the magnetic field is k,, = (k-B)/B. For

small x, it is given by kM = k + k x/L .
II z y S

We assume that the perpendicular wavelength, A^, is much smaller than

the characteristic density scale length L = | dJ,n (n)/dx| ~] . Then, the

mode sees a plasma with a slowly varying density gradient.

The ratio (3 of the kinetic pressure to the pressure of the confining

magnetic field is taken to be much smaller than one, so that the waves

may be considered to be electrostatic.

The linearized momentum balance equation of the electrons is

0 = -T viT - en(-V| + -- V Q X B) , (2-2)

where n , T and V are the density, temperature and velocity of the

electrons, respectively, and E = -V<j> is the electric field. Electron in-

ertia has been neglected. The parallel component of (2-2) is

0 = -T e V|| ne + en V|( $ , (2-3)

where V,, = (B/B) • V = ik,, . The transport of heat by the electrons along

the field lines is fast, so that the electrons tend to be isothermal and

consequently T = 0 has been taken. Equation (2-3) yields for the per-

turbed electron density the so-called adiabatic response

(2_4)

The linearized momentum balance equation of the ions is

3v. _ _
= — V <j) + -2— v x B , (2-5)

3t m. m.c

where the ions are taken to be cold (T. = 0 ) . Operating on (2-5) with

(B/B)x and using the fact that the frequency of the oscillations is

much smaller than the ion gyrofrequency, a> << Q . = eB/(m.c), we obtain

for the perturbed perpendicular velocity of the ions

v. . = - b x V ijT. (2-6)
-il B -
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The perturbed velocity of the ions parallel to the magnetic field is de-

rived from the parallel component of (2-5) , yielding

(2-7)
m. ui

For finite ion temperature, the pressure gradient should be taken into

account in (2-5). We take the ion temperature to be constant. Then, the

expression for the perturbed parallel ion velocity becomes

kll * ' (2~8)

where

k T.
w,, = k • V,. = *-+— (2-9)

is the ion diamagnetic drift frequency with respect to the density gra-

dient.

-^- b x IS = _ _ A _ cUnlnl t (2_1Q)

m.fic. n m.fic. d x V

while fi . = eB/(m.c) is the gyrofrequency of the ions.
C X 1

In addition, for finite T., the electric drift of the ions is not de-

termined by the electric field at the centre of the gyro-orbit but by a

value averaged over this orbit. This leads to ion gyroradius corrections

expressed in terms of the operator b = (^/{itK^^Kk^ - 32/3x2). In Chap-

ter 2, we will calculate the full ion gyroradius corrections from the

linearized Vlasov equation. In this Introduction, we will use the small

b limit of these expressions. In Chapter 3, we will also calculate the

corrections in the small b limit from more extensive two-fluid equations.

The result is that the expression for the perturbed perpendicular ion

velocity becomes

v. - = (1-b) - b « v j + -^- - V ? . (2-11)
B o e l B

The second term in (2-11) is the ion polarization drift.

Upon substituting (2-8) and (2-11) into the linearized continuity equa-

tion of the ions,



3t

where n = n

ion density

+ V • (nv.) 0 , (2-12)

n. for neutral plasma equilibria, we obtain the perturbed

n. u*i (1 -b) - b + 1 -

kf T

m. w _,
(2-13)

T.

Here, the first term proportional to u # . arises from the E x B motion of

the ions along the density gradient, the second term from the divergence

of the ion polarization drift and the term proportional to k| from the

parallel ion motion.

For the temperatures and densities that we are interested in, the

Debyelength A = [T /(4nne 2)]^ is much smaller than the wavelengths of

interest and than the ion gyroradius. Therefore, we can take the plasma

perturbations to be quasi-neutral n = n.. Then, from (2-4) and (2-13)

we obtain the dispersion equation

3 2

3x 2
- V(x) (x) = 0 ,

where

V(x) =
«ci

UI2

(2-14)

(2-15)

b = ~ = -xio*. , T = T /T , and c = (T /m. ) 2 is the
6 1 6 1 o 6 1

sound speed in the plasma.

When we neglect the finite ion gyroradius corrections and the shear, so

that kii •*• k , independent of x, we find the dispersion equation

u 2 - u u - k2 c2 = 0 . (2-16)
* Z S

In this equation, T >> 1 has been taken. The physical processes of im-

portance are the electric drift of the ions along the density gradient

and the adiabatic response of the electrons. The solution of the dis-

persion equation (2-16) has two branches. In Fig. 2, we have sketched

the solutions u of (2-16) as a function of kz. For k * 0 they corre-

spond to the drift wave u = u # and a wave whose frequency vanishes qua-

dratically with kz.
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kzcs

Fig. 2. The eigenfreauencies of the
dispersion equation (2-16)
as a function of k .

In this limit, the ion motion along the field lines is unimportant and

the drift wave propagates at right angles to the field lines. For large

k the solutions become the ion acoustic waves u —± k c . The wave

which is in the direction of the electron drift, UJ/'°* "* 0, is called

the electron drift wave. For equal ion and electron temperatures

and for large k , such that w/k ~ v , . = (2T./m.) , the waves do ex-z z "cni x l

perlence strong ion Landau damping. The wave that propagates in the di-

rection opposite to the electron drift is always ion Landau damped for

small k . The waves are electrostatic when the thermal velocity of the

electrons v., is smaller than the Alf ve'n-velocity c = I B2 / ( 4n:im. ) ] '2 ,

or t> < m /m. . Then, for decreasing k^, the phase velocity along the

magnetic field first X'eaches v . and the effect of the wave magnetic

field is negligible.

In the absence of shear and in the limit k ^ 0, the drift branch solu-

tion of (2-14) can be approximated locally by 10 = w.(1 - b)/(1 +bt) .
o *

Here, b = kf T. / (m. ttz. ) , k\ = k^ + k?. and we have replaced 3/3x by ik .x i x ex J- x y x

versus 5. It is seen that the

finite ion gyroradius effects lower the frequency of the mode.

We are interested in waves with large parallel wavelengths and we will

take k = 0 , and thus kM = k x/L , to minimalize the ion Landau damping,z ii y s

In Fig. 3, we have plotted ti s w
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Pig. 3. The drift-branch solution S2Q = wo/w# of (2-14)
as a function of b for zero shear and kz -> <">.

The point where x = 0, corresponding with k,, = 0 , is chosen at the point

with the largest density gradient. Then, with a density profile as sketch-

ed in Fig. 1, we can model the x-dependence of the drift frequency by

ui = (Ü (1 - x2/L?) . Here, to is the value of co with L calculated at# *o *o * n

x = 0 and L is a length of the order of L . Upon substituting this ex-

pression for w^ in the potential (2-14) , it is easily seen that the den-

sity profile effect dominates over the shear when p./L > L /L . This

case will occur in systems with weak shear and steep density gradients.

The potential V(x) has a parabolic form and its structure is that of a

well. The eigenmode is bounded and it decays with increasing x, i.e., it

does not propagate in the radial direction. The stability is essentially

determined by the destabilizing effects that we discuss in the next Section.

Because there always is a density gradient in a plasma, the drift instab-

ility was called "universal" (Galeev et al., 1963). The equilibrium vari-

ations in the density profile with low shear, in the sense that o./L

L /L , were considered by Krall and Rosenbluth (1965) by expanding around

the maximum for oo#-

However, the values of the parameters in tokamaks are such that p./L ><

Ln/L and the influence of the shear outweighs that of the density gra-

dient. In the following we will neglect the x-dependence of a>^. In this

case, the potential (2-15) also has a parabolic form. However, its
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structure is that of an anti-well. Hence, no bounded eigenmodes are pos-

sible and the energy is radiated outwards, causing the waves to be damp-

ed. This can be illustrated by considering the potential for large x, far

outside the turning points x_ where V(xT) =0,

V(x) ~ - (2-17)

Asymptotically, the eigenfunction <t>(x) has the form

< (x) ~ e.;p ± — - exp |i

so that, for large x, the wavenumber in the x-direction is

k

Then, the group velocity is

(2-18)

(2-19)

3 k k fi .xy ci

(2-20)

The upper sign in (2-20) implies that the group velocity is directed

towards the resonant surface and the lower sign corresponds to the

physical situation that the wave energy is convected away from x = 0.

It is seen from (2-18) that since Imco -. 0, the eigenfunction <l>(x) is ex-

ponentially divergent for large |x|.

The solution of the eigenmode equation (2-14) can be expressed in terms

of Hermite polynomials,

h
-Hx) = H

(0 L
exp

-ik Ü . x
y ci

(2-21)

n being an integer, and we have taken the boundary condition of outgoing

wave energy. The frequency is determined by

(2n+ 1)
ik 0,

wL,

ak ffik ffil
1 + (tl

(2-22)

"s s

Writing w = «„(I -iy)» the shear damping factor y for the n = 0 mode is
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found to be approximately

L
Y = 2 -2 . (2-23)

Ls

The n = 0 mode has the least number of nodes between the turning points

and has the lowest damping. Note that the asymptotical expression (2-18)

for (jT(x) is valid for the n = 0 mode. The use of the WKB integral con-

dition,

XT
i [ V^(x)dx = (n + i)ir , (2-24)

~XT

leads to equation (2-22) for the frequency. This is due to the fact that,

for the harmonic oscillator potential V(x) = x7 - 52, the WKB condition

leads to the exact result ft = 2n + 1.

II.2 DESTABILIZING MECHANISMS AND MAGNETIC FIELD LINE CURVATURE

In Section II. 1 it has been found that the shear in the magnetic

field lines causes the waves to be damped. In this Section, we discuss

the dissipative effects that have a destabilizing effect and, hence,

compete with the shear-damping.

Dissipative mechanisms affect the electron flow along the field lines,

n and <j> are no longer 90° out of phase and the electrons can give up

energy to the waves and cause them to be less damped.

In the collisional regime of the plasma, the parallel electron

momentum balance (2-3) must be altered to include a term representing

the momentum lost by the electrons through collisions. Substituting the

resulting expression for v ,, in the particle balance of the electrons,

we obtain instead of (2-4) the perturbed electron density

( 2_ 2 5 )

where v is the collision frequency. Since in the collisional regime

v /us >> 1, electron inertia may be neglected. Further, we have taken
c

k,?T / (m v OJ) >> 1, so that the electrons are isothermal. Using the ion
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response (2-13) , which is valid when w/k,, >> v t h- > and invoking quasi-

neutrality, the potential

Ü2

v ( x ) =

1 - w /cu im v
e _ _ _s

J W 2
(2-26)

is obtained.

In the collisionless regime, destabilization occurs through in-

verse (the particles give up energy to the waves) Landau damping. This

inverse collisionless dissipation is due to electrons having a velocity

parallel to the magnetic field that is equal to the parallel phase ve-

locity of the wave. To describe this process, a kinetic approach is

needed. Using the collision-free Boltzmann equation it can be shown that

(2-4) must be changed into (see, e.g., Kadomtsev (1965))

— = -S- (4, + N) .
n Te

The non-adiabatic electron response N is given by

c||vthe

where Z is the plasma dispersion function

v* L t - £ J

In this regime, the potential becomes

n2.
V(x) = Cl br

1

1

- w#/

+ <0*/T llvth

r
7

i
u

llvthe^

c2

s
«2

(2-27)

(2-28)

{2_29)

(2-30)

Note that both in the strongly collisional and in the weakly collisional

regime the explicit imaginary part in the potential V(x) is proportional

to (1 - w #/w). The dissipative effects tend to destabilize the drift wave

when to < w#. This can most easily be illustrated by calculating the en-

ergy absorbed by the wave per unit volume of the plasma in the plane slab

model without shear, W = E • j , where j = -enV . in the strongly collisional

regime,
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W~-ak|(l - w.s/u) |?|
2 , (2-31)

where a is the conductivity, a = e2n/(mevc). A calculation for the weakly

collisional regime yields an expression similar to (2-31). W changes sign

when u> = u>#; hence, this frequency marks the transition frô a wave damping

to wave excitation. This transition frequency will be shifted when tem-

perature gradients are taken into account.

Pearlstein and Berk (1969) were the first who applied the bound-

ary condition of outgoing wave energy at large x to the differential

equation in the weakly collisional regime. They did take into account the

x-dependence of kn in the non-adiabatic response of the electrons. How-

ever, to obtain a stability criterion, they approximated Z (lo/k., v , ) by

its imaginary part and evaluated it at the point xT where the real part

of the potential has its turning point. They solved the resulting dif-

ferential equation and found that unstable modes exist for weak shear.

in the sense that L /L < (m /m.)'3. Further references to papers onn s e l

drift waves published up to 1970 can be found in the review papers by

Kadomtsev and Pogutse (1970, 1971).

Using numerical and approximate analytical procedures, it was shown by

Ross and Mahajan (1978) and by Tsang et al„ (.1978) that the calculations

of Pearlstein and Berk (1969) are incorrect because it is not sufficient

to take into account only the imaginary part of the plasma dispersion

function in (2-30). The non-resonant electrons have a stabilizing in-

fluence and the collisionless drift wave appeared to be stable in slab

geometry for all values of the shear. The same point was proven analyt-

ically by Antonsen (1978) and by Chen et al. (1978). Also in the strong-

ly collisional regime, the drift wave eigenmodes are never unstable in

slab geometry (Chen et al., 1979).

These results were just in time to be mentioned in the review paper of

Tang (1978), in which the developments in the field of tokamak micro-

instability theory in the years 1970 through 1978 are covered.

In the above discussion we have assumed the magnetic field lines

to be straight. In toroidal geometry this model breaks down. In such a
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geometry, the strength of the magnetic field is not uniform along a field

line and the field lines are curved. The field line curvature gi»/es rise

to additional particle drifts. In the following we shall discuss the in-

fluence of field line curvature on drift modes in a rather loose way. A

more detailed description will be presented in Chapters 2 and 4.

We consider an axisymmetric toroidal configuration. Due to the

toroidal effects, the equilibrium is not only inhomogeneous in the radial

direction, but also in the poloidal direction. We have sketched the con-

figuration in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. The axisymmetric toroidal
configuration.

The coordinate x = r - r denotes the distance from a reference mode

rational surface on which r = rQ, is the poloidal angle measured

from the meridional plane, RQ is the major radius of the torus, and

5 is the toroidal angle, which is an ignorable coordinate. The slab co-

ordinates y and z correspond with y = r0 and z = R?.

One of the consequences of the toroidal geometry is the fact that

the magnetic curvature drift and the divergence cf the c(ExB)/B2 drift

of the ions give contributions to the perturbed ion density. In the fol-

lowing expression for n./n, these contributions appear in the term pro-

portional to wn. ,

m. a) _,
si , (2-32)
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where we have defined the ion magnetic drift frequency as

v , (2-33)

and the ion magnetic drift velocity is

T.
l B V x | -

B
(2-34)

In Section IV we will show that, in the case that the magnetic surfaces

have circular, concentric cross-sections, w . <f> can be approximated by

i 2T.Li f cos 9 3 . 3 1 ~— + sin 6 — $ .
.R ^ r 39 3xJ

(2-35)

The eigenmode equation, obtained from (2-4) , (2-32) and quasi-neutrality

is now two-dimensional:

32
ei

1 - *ciTWDi
QkV|l

3x2 r2 392 c2

<f)(x,9) = 0 . (2-36)

Let us assume that the spectrum of poloidal mode numbers is centred

around m

>(r,t) = e
C-m e-wt)
° 4>.(x) e

J
(2-37)

where I is the toroidal mode number and m is such that

kM = B.m /(B_r ) - £/R = 0 on the surface r = r .

II ü O L, O O

For drift waves, m >> 1 and the spread of poloidal mode numbers Aj can

be expected to be small compared with mQ. For modes with m >> Aj we may,

as a first approximation, neglect the spread induced in the perpendic-

ular wavenumber and define in slab notation, k = m o/r so that k y =

m 6 . However, the spread must be retained in the parallel wavenumber.

Using the same expression for the magnetic field as we did before in the

plane slab approximation, the parallel gradient operator can be written

as V,| -> ik /L [x+j/(k s)], where s = 0(1) measures the shear of the mag-

netic field lines in the tokamak. The eigenmode equation for the (j) . (x) is
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32

3x2

1 - iü,

W * / T O J _

n
w R

3x

. k2

x +-J- .(x) = O .(2-38)

In the strong coupling approximation (see, e.g., Taylor (1977) and Hor-

ton et al. (1978)), we assume that a significant number Aj of poloidal

mode numbers are coupled by the equilibrium variations in the 6-direction

and that the functions <f> . (x) vary slowly with j . In that case, m Q >> Aj

>> 1 and we may replace <j> - (x) by the continuous function <|>(x,j), so that

2 3 24. (x, j

,j)/3j2. Introducing the variable x = x + j/(sk ) , we can write

the dispersion equation for solutions of the form 4>(x,j) = <f>(x) a s

[32/3x2 " V(X)J<(i(x) = 0, where

v(x) =
üJ n

-^61+ *—+2E -^--^
n

k2,X21

1 + U#/XU) W (1)'

s -1
(2-39)

and c = L /R is a measure for the magnitude of the curvature.

Upon comparing this expression with (2-15), we see that the anti-well

structure of the potential is influenced particularly by the curvature

term in the denominator. For s > —, the basic anti-weJl character of the

potential is not changed. For s < —, and for values of e , b and oi such

that b + a /ui E (2s- l)/s2 < 0, the potential has the form of a well.* n

For small e , the shear-damping is enhanced for s > — and reduced for

s < —. These conclusions depend on the validity of the approximations

made in deriving (2-39).

In Chapters 2 and 4 we shall use the ballooning transformation,

by which the magnetic curvature term can be treated without approxima-

tion. This transformation will be introduced in Section V of the Intro-

duction. It reduces the two-dimensional eigenvalue problem to a one-

dimensional one in an extended poloidal coordinate 9, -°° < 8 < °°, along

the magnetic field line. Chen and Cheng (1980) and Hastie et al. (1979)

were among the first who applied the ballooning transformation to the
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drift wave eigenmode equation.

In this representation, the strong coupling limit corresponds with the

expansion of the curvature terms (cos§ and sine) around 6 = 0 . The re-

sulting eigenmode equation corresponds with the Fourier-transform of

(2-39) (9/3x s§ and i/(k s)8/3§). The expansion around 8 = 0

is only valid for the so-called slab-like modes that are determined by

turning points 9_ near the origin. Although the potential retains its

overall anti-well structure when the full magnetic curvature is taken

into account, this curvature induces turning points, farther away from

9 = 0 , that create local wells. Due to these wells, quasi-bounded modes

exist that do not propagate. The shear-damping is annulled for these modes

and they are marginally stable. This branch of curvature-induced modes

can become unstable; it is the main subject of this thesis.

In the following Sections of the Introduction we develop the

techniques and derive the equations that are necessary for an accurate

investigation of the mode in the weakly and strongly collisional regime

of the plasma in toroidal geometry, taking properly into account the

different effects that have been treated in a simplified way in this

Section. This investigation will be made in Chapters 2 and 4, where

references can be found to more recent publications.
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III. TOROIDAL GEOMETRY

III.l EQUILIBRIUM

Adopting a kinetic approach, the plasma is described by a system

of Boltzmann equations for the electrons and ions, complemented by Max-

well's equations. The Boltzmann equation describes the time evolution of

the distribution function f.(t,r,v) of a particle species j, where r is

a spatial coordinate and v the velocity. It reads

3f
— 1 + v • Vf . + — P . • \7 f . = C . , (3-1)
8t J m. J - J J

where P. is the force at the position r on the particle j with velocity v,

F.=e.(E + i v x B ) , (3-2)
~3 J "" c

and C. is the collision term

C. = I C.^fyf^) . (3-3)

When inelastic collisions and processes that convert particles of one

species into another are neglected, and when we only take into account

binary Coulomb collisions, the number of electrons and ions is sepa-

rately conserved, and there is no net change in the total momentum and

energy due to collisions between like and unlike particles.

In a magnetic field, the particles gyrate around the magnetic

field lines. The gyro-orbit possesses a magnetic moment £ = -pb, of which

the absolute value p = v|/(2B), v^ being the velocity perpendicular to

the magnetic field, is an adiabatic invariant, i.e., it is a constant in

fields slowly varying over distances of the order of p = v^/Q and over

periods of time of the order of ü~\

We are interested in phenomena that occur on a time scale slow compared

to the gyrorotation. Therefore, to leading order, the distribution func-

tion f is independent of the gyroangle f. We make the coordinate trans-

formation (t,r,v) •* (t,r, c ,\i ,$) , where the energy of the particle is

e = v2/2 + e.<j>/m, with E = -V<}>. In the new coordinates, the velocity v

can be expressed as
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v = o [2 (e - yB)] ̂b + (2uB)^(e1 cos V + e 2
 sinip) ' (3"4>

where o = sgn (v,, ) and (£lfe2,b = e^
 xe_2) is a right-handed set of unit-

vectors .

Equation (3-1) can be rewritten for f . (t,r ,e ,u ,<p) . The resulting equa-

tion contains the following dimensionless quantities

1 1 vth cE ,, r.

V V c ficL Bvth

where L is a characteristic length, T is a characteristic time, v ^ is

the thermal velocity and x_ is the collision time. We assume that all

quantities in (3-5) are of first (or higher) order in some smallness

parameter 6.

Since the equilibrium does not vary on the time-scales set by the fre-

quency of motion along the magnetic field lines, vth/L, and the frequen-

cy with which the guiding centres drift around the system, vj:^/(^CL
2),

we can put 3/3t(f.) = 0, that is we take (f^x)"1 = O{63). In addition,

the equilibrium non-potential parallel electric field E,. is much smaller

than the runaway field. This implies that cE,, / (Bvth) = O(6
2).

The average of the distribution function over the azimuthal angle

<p in velocity space is defined as (dropping the species index j)

2TT

<f> = J * f , (3-6)
0 2ir

so that

f = <f > + f . (3_7)

We expand f to powers of the smallness parameter 5,

< f > = FQ + Px + . . . , f = fQtp + f lif) + . . . . (3-8)

To lowest order we find from (3-1), rewritten in (e,vi,̂ ) velocity coor-

dinates, that 3/3^(fo^) = 0, so that f = 0. This does reflect the fact

that the distribution function does not vary on the time-scale of the

gyrorotation. For the gyroangle averaged part of the distribution func-

tion, we find to lowest order,

V|,b-VF = < C(F )> . (3-9)
II "" O U

Here, the gradient operator has to be taken at constant e and p.
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The solution of (3-9) is the Maxwellian

FQ = n [-JS-] 2 e~ItlE/"r (3-10)

with

b • V F = 0 , (3-11)

so that n and T are constant along magnetic field lines. In (3-10) we

neglect small corrections which are present when not all particle spe-

cies have Maxwellian distributions at the same temperature T. A constant

temperature difference between the particle species can be maintained

on the time-scale of the transport processes if the Joule-heating adds

as much energy to the system as can be removed by perpendicular heat

conduction.

To first order in 6, < f > being the Maxwellian F , we obtain

Vn . (me 3] VT , Zev x b v x b
f, = • VF_ = F_

n IT 2) T T

From (3-12) we obtain the averaged perpendicular velocity to first order

ï± -- f *V Xif, « -Sï-b x (ÏR + *e V J . (3_13)
n J v ZeB *• P T >

Summing over particle species and invoking charge neutrality, (3-13)

yields

2
Vp = - x B , (3-14)

c

where P = Pe + p. is the total pressure and j.
 = -en(V - V, ) is the total

current.

To first order in 6 an equation is obtained for F1(e,p), which is inde-

pendent of f. This equation is the basis for the theory of neo-classical

transport phenomena in toroidal geometry. The averaged parallel velocity

can be obtained from F-^ In the next Section we will see that the neo-

classical part of the distribution function does not play any role in

the gyrokinetic equation.

The equilibrium of a fully ionized plasma in the axisymmetric

toroidal confinement configuration is described by the pressure balance

equation (3-14) together with Ampere's law
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V xB = — i • (3-15)
c

From (3-14) it follows that the gradient in the pressure is perpendic-

ular to the current and the magnetic field. Surfaces of constant pres-

sure are therefore automatically magnetic surfaces. Equations (3-14) and

(3-15) can be combined into

vfp + — I = — B ' V B . (3-16)
<• 8TT-1 4W

We shall use orthogonal "flux" coordinates (i|j,ti,£)r where i| denotes the

poloidal magnetic flux function that labels the magnetic surfaces, 8 is

an angle-like coordinate in the poloidal direction and Q is the toroidal

angle.

In fact, ijj is a stream function proportional to the poloidal flux,

\ji = fy-rjni/21*' T n e poloidal flux, I|I ,, is the flux the short way round,

passing through a ribbon between the magnetic axis and the magnetic sur-

face. Because of axisymmetry. the toroidal angle c, is an ignorable co-

ordinate.

The magnetic field can be written as

B = B c Ëc
 + B9 ±Q =

 Vi^ * ̂  + R B
?
 v e • (3-i7)

In addition to e, , eQ and e^ we use the unit vectors
—y> —o —c,

B
k = - > £ x = Ë x £ ( j J t (3-18)

where e is perpendicular to h and tangential to the magnetic surface.

The configuration is sketched in Fig. 5.

The local safety factor q» is defined as

JB
qA = qa (1)1,9) = ^ , (3-19)

R

where J = (Vip x V6 • V?)"1 is the Jacobian of the coordinate system

(t(>,9,?) and R is the distance to the symmetry axis of the torus. The

average of q. over the poloidal angle is the rationalized, inverse ro-

tational transform q:

q(ifj) = -i- <b d9q„(iK9) • (3-20)
2TT J
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Pig. 5. The axisymmetric toroidal configuration with a
magnetic field line on a magnetic surface and
the unit vectors that are defined in the text.

This is called the safety factor, because the profile of q and its ab-

solute value are related to the gross-scale MHD-stability of the plasma.

We will assume that the magnetic surfaces have a large aspect ra-

tio R /r and concentric, circular cross-sections to avoid the complexity

of an arbitrary, two-dimensional surface. Here, r is the distance to the

magnetic axis and R is the distance between the axis of . .mmetry and

the magnetic axis. The equilibrium solutions generally exhibit an out-

ward shift of the magnetic surfaces. This shift is insignificant in the

limit of low B s 8ïïp/B2 values. In this approximation, the safety factor

can be written as

q(ijj) ~ q ( r ) = (3-21)
R o B e
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and the magnetic field is

B = B ter + -£- en)(1 + — cose)"1 . (3-22)

The small poloidal component B. does not substantially affect the total

field strength, but is important in defining the topology of the magnetic

field, and in particular the safety factor q.

The line element along the magnetic field is dh,~ qRdB, and the connec-

tion length is defined by L = (J) dly ~ 2TtqR.

The pitch of the magnetic field lines is not constant in the radial di-

rection and we consider a confinement configuration with finite shear

described by the shear parameter

S(8,#) = (RBQ)2 «altl . r da f (3_23)

B dijj q dr

and the shear length L ~ qR/s.

The magnetic field line curvature is given by

b • Vb = — - cos e e + sin 9 e . (3-24)

o

It has a normal (parallel to e ) and a geodesic (parallel to e ) compo-

nent.

III.2 TRAPPED AND CIRCULATING PARTICLES

Approximately, the guiding centre of a particle follows a magnetic

field line which winds screw-like around the torus. The magnetic field

strength is inversely proportional to the distance to the axis of sym-

metry and, as a consequence, it varies along a field line and is stronger

at the inside than at the outside of the torus.

A fraction of the particles is trapped in the magnetic field mirrors.

These particles have a comparatively small velocity component parallel to

the magnetic field. The energy e = pB + v,?/2 and the magnetic moment u

of the particles is conserved so that Vn decreases when B increases

along the field line.
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For particle trapping to be effectively possible, the plasma must have

sufficiently low collisionality, so that a particle on a trapped orbit

can complete its pass before being collisionally scattered out of its

trapped state.

From (3-4) it can be seen that a particle is trapped when e < JJB ,
max

where B is the maximum value of B at the inside of the torus, or

XÜ < ! » £ £ _ i . (3-25)
v£ B(9)

At the outside of the torus, where the magnetic field strength has a

minimum, particles are trapped when

v,? 2 e
(3-26)

Here, (3-22) has been used with B^ >> B* , so that B = B /(1 + e cos6) ~
c, u o o

B ( I - E cos0), E being the inverse aspect ratio of the torus and B

is the value of B at 6 = /r/2.

Assuming a Maxwellian distribution function for the particles, the rela-

tive number of trapped particles at 6 = 0 can be calculated to be

n_/n = [2e /(1 + e )] ~ (2e ) 2 . Averaged over the magnetic surface,

n_/n — el» SO that the fraction of trapped particles can be substantial.

Defining the dimensionless pitch-angle variable A = yB /e, the condition

for a particle to be trapped is
B B

_ ° _ < A < _ ° _ , (3_27)
Bmax B ( 8 )

and for a particle to be circulating,

0 1 A < — ° — . (3-28)

max

At the turning point 8 of a trapped particle the value of A is

A = BO/B(9O).

The periodicity of the motion of the particles gives rise to the defini-

tion of a bounce time for trapped particles,
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2it I , ,, (
o o

f deTv, =
J J U T I I Ir* r- \% .

-99
o

K(m,ïï/2) , (3-29)

where w, is the bounce frequency, the turning point 8 is given by

8 = arccos[(A- 1)/E ] and K is the complete elliptic integral of the

first kind, with argument m = [ (1 - A + e )/2E ] 2 .

The transit time of a circulating particle is

IT

2ir _ f d6qR _ 2qR K(m-1 , n/2) , , , n .
t \ „ i \h m

co, J Vu Q [£ e j m

t — IT II o

where to, is the transit frequency.

For a well-circulating thermal particle, A •* 0, and the transit frequen-

cy is to. = v , /qR. For a deeply trapped thermal particle, the bounce
_ j.

frequency is w, = E ^ vfch/qR.

However, the lowest order orbits are modified because all particles have

cross-field drift velocities and map out drift surfaces, due to the cur-

vature and gradient of the magnetic field. The magnetic drift velocity is
b

y = — x [MVB + vj? b • Vb] . (3-31)
fic

Using the e q u i l i b r i u m e q u a t i o n (3-16) i t can be w r i t t e n as

b
vn x f(uB + v,2)b • Vb + ^ P ^ E | . (3-32)
~ D Q i- II - - 2 p J

c

In the toroidal case, |b • Vb| = 0(1/RQ) and [Vp/p| = 0(1/1^), so that

for 3 < 0(eo)

using (3-24),

for 3 < 0(e ) , the second term in (3-32) can be neglected and we have,

(UB + v,?)
v = Ü— b x [-cos 6 e + sin 8 e ] . (3-33)

«cRo X

The magnetic drift velocity is of the order of L /R times the diamag-

netic drift velocity.

The geodesic component of the curvature causes the particle to deviate
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radially from its average flux surface. The radial component of the cur-

vature causes a slow drift in the magnetic surface.

The guiding centres do not remain exactly on a field line, but drift

back and forth across it. The projection of the closed drift orbit of

trapped particles on any poloidal cross-section has a banana-like shape,

as is shown in Pig. 6, in which we have neglected the slow drift in the

toroidal direction of the bananas themselves.

" projection of banana
on (r, 0) plane

projection of
particle orbit

projection of particle
guiding-centre orbit

Fig. 6. The banana orbit of trapped particles.

The effect of trapped electrons is important in the weakly collisional

regime (treated in Chapter 2), because the frequency of the waves is

smaller than the mean bounce frequency of the trapped electrons. In con-

trast, trapping is of no importance for ions because the wave frequency

is larger than the mean ion bounce frequency.

Using the fact that the toroidal angular momentum is a constant of the

motion in the axisymmetric toroidal configuration, the width Ar of the

banana orbit can be calculated to be approximately qp /e^, where p is

the gyroradius of the electrons.

In Section II we noted that the non-uniformity of the electric field over

an ion gyroradius causes the real part of the frequency to be lowered,

u ~ u^U - •jk^p|) . Analogously, the effect of the banana width of the
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trapped electrons, Ar, is u ; ID, [1 - T kj (p? + e (Ar)2 ) ] . The factor eQ

appears because the fraction of trapped electrons is approximately e2.

However, because e (Ar)2 ~ q2p2 << P? , the effect of the banana width

of the trapped electron orbits will be neglected in Chapter 2.

In Chapters 2 and 4, it will be seen that the ion magnetic curvature

drift has an important effect on the localization and stability of the

drift waves in toroidal geometry.

In the relatively cold outer layers the plasma is strongly col-

lisional, while in the core the collisionality is weak. Three regimes of

collisionality must be distinguished in each of which the collisional

diffusion processes across the magnetic field have a different depen-

dence on the collision frequency.

In the strongly collisional (Pfirsch-Schlüter) regime, the mean

free path is smaller than the connection length L = 2irqR , and the col-

lision frequency v is larger than the transit frequency for a thermal

electron, v > ü. . In this regime, the average flux across a magneticc *ce

surface induced by collisions is typically q2 times the value in one-

dimensional (e.g., cylindrical) geometry. In the outer layers of the

plasma, q can be of the order 2 - 4 so that the "neo-classical" diffusion

coefficient can be an order of magnitude larger than the "classical"

value, Di ~ p2 v .

l scattering angle 6C

plish a transition from a trapped electron orbit to a circulating one.

The effective scattering time of trapped particles is therefore reduced

by a factor 62, so that v f f ~ £Q 1 V
C-

In the plateau-regime, ü. e < v < co , where the bounce f re-

quency of the deeply trapped electrons is w, = e^ w. . The majority of

the circulating electrons is collisionless, but the trapped electrons

are still collision-dominated. In fact, these trapped electrons are un-

able to complete their bounce ("banana") orbit because their effective

collision frequency remains larger than their bounce frequency. In the

plateau-regime, the diffusion coefficient turns out to depend only weak-

ly on v .
c i-32
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Finally, the banana-regime is characterized by v < <J3 e '2. In
c te o

this regime, the trapped electrons are able to complete their banana or-

bits. The diffusion coefficient is enhanced by a factor e~ '2 compared to

the value in the strongly collisional regime.

In the description of drift waves in the weakly collisional re-

gime we will use the linearized Boltzmann equation and eventually ne-

glect the collision term. In the limit of low frequencies and short per-

pendicular wavelengths this equation can be approximated by the gyro-

kinetic equation. It will be solved separately for ions, trapped elec-

trons and circulating electrons.

In the strongly collisional regime, we will take moments of the

Boltzmanr. equation and use the transport coefficients as calculated by

Braginsky (1965) by means of a Chapman-Enskog expansion.

In Section IV and Chapter 3 these two approaches will be dis-

cussed in more detail.
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IV. THE WEAKLY COLLISIONAL REGIME

In this Section, we present the gyrokinetic equation, which, to-

gether with the Maxwell equations, is used to derive the wave equations

in the weakly collisional regime of the plasma.

We are interested in modes with wavelengths perpendicular to the magnet-

ic field much shorter than the radial equilibrium scale length and with

parallel wavelengths of the order of the connection length.

Two length scales can be distinguished on which the perturbed quantities

vary. The shorter length scale is set by the variations perpendicular

to the equilibrium magnetic field on the length scale of the gyroradius

of a thermal particle. The longer length scale is associated with the

variations of the equilibrium quantities.

Then, the linearized version of the Boltzmann equation (3-1) , being the

starting point in the derivation of the gyrokinetic equation, can be

written as

— f + v-V f + v • Vf~ + — V x B • — f =
3t ° me 3v

C(F,f) - — (E + -v x B) • — F , (4-1)

where F is the equilibrium distribution function, f is the perturbed

distribution function, VQ is the gradient operator on the length scale

p = v̂ /fi with B« V = 0, V is the operator on the length scale associ-

ated with the equilibrium quantities and C is the collision operator.

We assume the ordering

v • V v • V
-^- , , - i - - 0(6) ; - ~ 0(6") , (4-2)
Tnc ac V c fic

where <$ is a smallness parameter, T is a characteristic time on which

the perturbed quantities vary, and T„ is the collision time. Note that

the ordering of the last quantity constitutes the difference between

the drift ordering (3-5) and the gyrokinetic ordering.

The equilibrium distribution function is (see Section III)

F = FQ + Fd +
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where F is a Maxwellian that is constant along the magnetic field lines,

F, = 2"'vxb' VF and F, is the neo-classical part which is independent

of the gyroangle V. F, and F1 are both 0(S).

The electromagnetic fields are expressed in terms of the potentials $

and A:

E=-V<fT-V4>-- — , B = V X A + ̂ X A . (4-4)

° c at °
The electric potentials are ordered according to

^ > F ~ <5° f , £ ~ 6° - ^ A . (4-5)

T c

Then, it is seen from (4-1) that the electric and magnetic forces in the

linearized Boltzmann equation are both of leading order. The perturbed

electric field is needed to first order in 8. Due to the Maxwellian na-

ture of the leading order distribution function, the perturbed magnetic

field is needed only to zeroth order in &. In the parallel perturbed

electric field, Ë,, = - V,. <f> + c~ 3A,,/3t, both terms are of order 6 and the

perpendicular perturbed electric field is mainly electrostatic and of

the order 6°. We adopt the gauge such that V • A = 0.

To lowest order in 6, the solution of (4-1) is

f = . Zei F + Zen e±Lg , (4_6)

T ° T

where g is independent of the gyroangle V. The operator L, describing

the finite gyroradius effects, is given by

v x b v^
L = -i • V = — (-cossffe + sinve.)«k . (4-7)

0 0 ^ ^

The operator V acts on perturbed quantities only and we have defined

To next order in S, after averaging over <p, (4-1) yields an equation

that determines g,

I_ + i I l L J L b = i < c g > + I o [
D qR 36-J n >• 3t>• 3 t J

V|| ^ V , J '
x \Jo[<t> A..J - i - ^ - ^ b • (V x A) }• . (4-8)

c ck
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This is the so-called gyrokinetic equation (see Pegoraro and

Schep, 1981). In Eq. (4-8), JQ = JQ(vik/nc) = <exp(-iL)> is a Bessel

function, J' is the derivative of J with respect to its argument,

<Cg> = <exp(-iL)C exp(iL) g > is the collision term, and we have used

the fact that b- V = (qR)~13/39. The frequency w^ is defined by

k cT
< 4 = J L ~ e * V U n F ) = w^ll + n ( — - 3 / 2 J l , ( 4 - 9 )

ZeB v T

n = e • V(£nT)/e. • VUnn), and

k cT
u„ = — — e. • VJlnn (4-10)

ZeB '*

i s the diamagnetic d r i f t frequency.

The magnetic dr i f t frequency is

vth vth

with v defined in '3-31). When the flux surfaces have concentric cir-

cular cross-sections, w^ and w^ can be written as

(1) = -2cT (k c o s 0 + k s ± n Q) ̂  (4-12)

and
T.

UD = 3e w*[1 + ne + — (1 + ni ) ] ' (4~13)

Te

where L = - (e, • Vton)"1 and 6 = 87rnT /B^.

Note that, due to the ordering, the neo-classical part of the distribu-

tion function does not play any role, so that (4-8) cannot describe cur-

rent-driven irodes.

The gyrokinetic equation (4-8) has to be solved separately for

ions, trapped electrons and circulating electrons. The perturbed density

and current for the species j can be obtained, using (4-6), in the form

n . Z . e ,{
—L = —<— [~i> + 2IT I v, dv, dvM J g . J , ( 4 - 1 4 )
n T j JJ -I- J- II o 3

= 2iri —' -^ | I v± dv x dv,| v± J Q g . , ( 4 -15 )
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Z?e2n

ff vl d vi dvll Vll Jo

and k j \ = - k . J . . • Here, we have used the relations <sinv3 exp(-iL)> =
X J X T J T

i(k. /kJJ^CVj^k/^) and < cos* exp(- iL) > = -Mk^/k) J^ (v1k/Qc) .

The integral over velocity space for trapped electrons is
B /E(6)

r ( r B/B

dv = I 2TT de e dA - , (4-17)

where T. denotes that the contributions from negative and positive v,,

are to be added. For circulating electrons, the expression for ƒ dv is

equal to (4-17), except that the integration limits over dA are from

0 to VBmax-

The system of equations can be closed by complementing the plasma

equations by the linearized Maxwell equations. To leading order, Poisson's

equation reads

_y2 J = 4TT I z . e n. , (4-18)
j 3 3

and Ampere's equation is

-VQA = — J . (4-19)

In the resulting set of equations, the operator V acts on perturbed

quantities only and the equilibrium is represented parametrically.

We carry out this procedure in Chapter 2 for the collisionless

regime and in the electrostatic limit. Then, A and C can be neglected

in (4-8), and only (4-14) and (4-18) are needed to derive the dispersion

equation. In Section V we will describe the ballooning transformation

by which the dispersion equation depends only on a single extended vari-

able in the case of high toroidal mode numbers. Even then, the resulting

equation is quite complicated and must be solved numerically for a set

of reasonably chosen equilibrium parameters. For a detailed analysis,

one would have to interface this code with a numerical tokamak magneto-

hydrodynamic equilibrium to avoid the restriction to a model equilibrium,
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such as circular, concentric cross-sections of the magnetic surfaces

and large aspect ratio, and to be able to make a radial scan. Such a

general numerical approach has, for example, been adopted by Rewoldt

et al. (1982). However, in our approach it is easier to elucidate the

physical effects of, e.g., the curvature of the magnetic field.
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V. REPRESENTATION OF THE PERTURBATIONS IN TOROIDAL GEOMETRY

A plasma in equilibrium in an axisymmetric toroidal configu-

ration is not only inhomogeneous in the radial direction but also in the

poloidal direction due to the toroidal effects. The toroidal angle is

an ignorable coordinate in the axisymmetric torus. Thus, the problem of

the spatial structure of drift-wave eigenmodes is two-dimensional. The

mode must be periodic in the poloidal and toroidal directions. Due to

the magnetic shear, the magnetic field is not periodic except on mode

rational surfaces where lq is an integer, I being the toroidal mode

number and q the safety factor. There is a radially varying mismatch

between the pitch of the mode and the pitch of the magnetic field lines.

The modes that we consider have wavelengths perpendicular to the mag-

netic field that are much smaller than the radial equilibrium scale

length and have large parallel wavelengths of the order of the connec-

tion length. Ion Landau damping is minimized in the case of large

parallel wavelengths. In the presence of shear, the requirement of

large parallel wavelengths seems to be incompatible with the periodicity

of the mode in the poloidal and toroidal directions.

In this Section we describe the ballooning transformation, which

leads to a one-dimensional formulation of the problem of the determina-

tion of the mode amplitude when the modes under consideration have large

toroidal mode numbers. In that case, the mismatch between the pitch of

the magnetic field line and the pitch of the mode varies radially on a

length scale much shorter than the characteristic length of the equi-

librium and the radial dependence arising from the inhomogeneity of the

equilibrium plays a minor role.

Because the toroidal coordinate is ignorable, we can write the

following Fourier series for a perturbation £(r,6,£) of the equilibrium

(3-16)

?<r,e,O = e 1 ^ " 1 ^ I Cm(r)e
im9 , (5-1)

m

where % and m are the toroidal and poloidal mode numbers, respectively,

and u is the frequency of the perturbation. Due to the poloidal variation
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of the equilibrium, all poloidal harmonics couple. The eigenmode is de-

termined by a set of linearly coupled radial mode equations governing

the fluctuating quantities E, (r) belonging to different poloidal harmon-

ics exp(ime) .

Instead of using (5-1), we write ?(r,e,S) as

(5-2)

q(r) being the safety factor, and describe a formalism (Pegoraro and

Schep, 1981) that reduces the eigenvalue problem to a one-dimensional

one in the case of high toroidal mode numbers I. The factor in the ex-

ponent of (5-2), P = £,[ ? - q(r) 9] is constant along a magnetic field line,

B • VP = 0, and varies rapidly perpendicular to B. P is a local perpen-

dicular coordinate in the magnetic surface. In the presence of shear,

q is not rational except on mode rational surfaces and exp(iP) does not

satisfy the requirement of periodicity in the poloidal direction.

The ordering of the wavelengths parallel and perpendicular to the mag-

netic field leads to the condition that £q >> \^~l 3£/36| ~ 1, so that

we have to consider large toroidal mode numbers. A representation like

(5-2) is only useful when the amplitude E, is slowly varying. However,

the mode form (5-2) is not an eikonal representation since the ampli-

tude C must have a fast variation in order to satisfy the poloidal peri-

odicity of £,.

The perturbation £(r,6,O is periodic in the poloidal angle 0, so that

the amplitude must satisfy

£(r,e + 2ir) = S(r,6) exp(i 2TT S) , (5-3)

where S = £(q-q ) and q denotes a mode-rational surface with £q in-

teger. Passing from one mode-rational surface to the next, S changes by

unity. The radial variations are of the order of the distance between

mode-rational surfaces. The equilibrium does not vary on this scale but

on the larger scale described by the variables 6 and r. The modes are

constant along and rapidly varying perpendicular to B, namely on the
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shorter "length" scales P and S. We include the small-scale variation

and neglect the large-scale variation of E, in the radial direction by

writing C(r,9) -> £(S,9).

The components of the wavevector k along the unit vectors e ,

e. and b are

k = - i e • Vto? = — ( l + Ol(lq)-1] 1 , (5-4a)
XX R B I 1

9

k. = - i e , • Vta? = k k„ = k l i e + i — £n? + O[(£qSr1] 1 , (5-4b)
T V X ° X \ gs J

k,, = -ib • VJlnif = — — inï . (5-4c)
11 qR 39

Under the condition that £q >> 1, we see that k L| , k. Lĵ  ~ Hq >> 1 and

kii << k ,k. , where L, is the radial equilibrium scale length.

The set of plasma equations, either the gyrokinetic equations or

those obtained from the two-fluid equations, complemented by the Maxwell

equations, is a set of differential equations in 9 and S in the limit

of high toroidal mode numbers. The equations are of finite order in 9

and of infinite order in S, and are either periodic in 9 or depend on

the combination 8 + i3/3S. The coefficients do not depend on S and are

invariant under continuous translations of S. The poloidal periodicity,

see (5-3), restricts this invariance to discrete translations S •* S + m,

where m is an integer. We can expand g in eigenfunctions of this trans-

lation,

ÏÏ

US,9) = ( — Pa C(S,6) , (5-5)
2

where

Pa US,8) = Ca ea(S,6) e
i S a . (5-6)

P is a projection operator and Ca is a constant. The variable a, -tr < a <_

can be considered as the radial wave number on the shorter radial length

scale S. The following relations hold for the functions E, (S,6):

Sa(S+ 1,9) = Ca(S,6) , Ca(S,e + 27T) = Ca(S,6) e
i 2 7 l S , (5-7)
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where the second relation is obtained from (5-3). The relations (5-7)

indicate a radial periodicity for £ (S,9) and a poloidal periodicity for

C (S,6)exp(-iSe). Consequently, the modes â(S,9) on adjacent mode ra-

tional surfaces are identical to lowest order in (iq)~l.

The system of equations for the perturbations £ (S,6) can be obtained

from those for £(S,8) by making the formal transformation

3/8S •+ 9/3S + ia.

The radial periodicity of £ (S,6) and the poloidal periodicity of

£ (S,6)exp(-i S Q) can be used to transform the equations into a system

of differential equations depending on a single variable defined between

-°° and °°, either an extended poloidal or an extended radial variable.

Because of the radial periodicity in S we can Fourier-transform E, (S,6)

in S: „,

Using the poloidal constraint we get:

% (9) = % (9 + 2ïïm) = % (9 + 2ïïm) , (5-9)

and thus

E (S,9) = I I IB) e-
i27TmS , (5-10)

m=-°°

where 9 = 9 + 27rm is the extended poloidal variable defined in the in-

terval (-00,00) . This "ballooning" representation was derived by several •

authors (Pegoraro and Schep, 1978; Lee and Van Dam, 1979; Glasser, 1979;

Connor et al., 1978) using somewhat different lines of reasoning.

The systems of equations for the I (Q), determining the stability, can

be obtained from that for the £a<S,9) by making the formal transforma-

tion:

£ • * • £ , 6 •* 6 = e + 27rm , k c ->• k c = s (9 - a) . (5-11)

All coefficients are either periodic in 9 or depend on (9 - a) through

the radial wavenumber k„. The infinite order differential operators in S

are transformed into algebraic expressions in (6 - a), so that modes with

arbitrary ratio between the radial wavelength and the gyroradius can in

principle be described in the 9-representation. The functions Ê, (9) need
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not be periodic in § and the eikonal representation can be used.

For a = 0, all coefficients in the system of equations are even or odd

in 8, so that CQ(9) can be chosen to be even or odd with respect to §.

When the modes are strongly localized in 6, so that % (6) ~ 0 for

|§| k, v, the terms in (5-10) with m ^ 0 can be neglected and £ (S,9) ~

f (6), which is independent of S. This is the so-called "disconnected"

approximation.

A representation in an extended radial variable can be obtained

by first exploiting the poloidal periodicity of £ (S,8)exp(-iS6) and

then imposing the radial periodicity as a constraint:

Ca(S,8> = J COfJl(S) e
i ( S +* ) 9= J fa(S) e

i § 6 , (5-12)

where S = S + i., so that

a J OfJl J

(5-13)
Ut J ~ VA

and
oo

E (5) = f dS f (S) e i S Ö . (5-14)
_oo

The equations for the £ (S) can be obtained by Fourier-transforming the

equations for the £ (8).

The eigenmode differential equations in x in Section II are written in

a representation that is equivalent with the S-representation. The re-

lation between the coordinates x and S is S = -k s x. In Section II it

was indicated that the curvature leads to a coupling of the modes in the

^-representation. tyhen the perpendicular wavelength \^ is of the order of

the ion gyroradius p., differential operators of infinite order in 3/3S

occur. In Section II, A^ >> p. was taken, so that only 32/3S2 did occur

in the eigenmode equations. Because of the apperent disadvantages of the

S-representation, we will use the 0-representation in Chapters 2 and 4.

In systems with weak shear (s << 1), the radial dependence arising from

the inhomogeneity of the equilibrium becomes more important because the
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distance between mode-rational surfaces becomes larger, and higher val-

ues of the toroidal mode number I are needed for the ballooning theory

to be valir" (Hastie and Taylor, 1981).
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by
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Nieuwegein, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT

Toroidicity-induced drift modes are investigated in the collisionless

regime. Ion magnetic drift resonant effects are fully retained, also in

the ion sound contribution. It is shown that the modes with the least

number of nodes between turning points are localized at the outside of

the torus within the pcloidal interval (—TT ,TT). Their amplitudes vanish

before the magnetic drift resonance is actually reached. The lowest

even mode becomes unstable due to the inverse Landau damping of circu-

lating electrons. The non-adiabatic response of trapped electrons

causes a decrease of the mode frequency. For normal tokamak parameters/

the maximum growth rate is a few times 10~2 ID, and occurs at kĵ  p.̂  ~

0.35 where Rew ^ 0.5 to..
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years it has been shown that two branches of drift

eigenmodes exist in a toroidal plasma (Hastie et al., 1979; Chen and

Cheng, 1980). One branch is the toroidal analogue of the well-known

Pearlstein-Berk modes, slightly modified by field line curvature. These

slab-like modes are characterized by an anti-well structure of the poten-

tial (in the Schrödinger sense) and by rapid eigenfunction variations

along magnetic field lines. The modes experience shear damping and the

energy is radiated away from the mode rational surface towards the ion

Landau damping region. If the curvature is strong enough, i.e., if the

ratio E of the density scale length to the radius of curvature exceeds a

critical value, local potential wells develop which give rise to a branch

of quasi-bounded eigenmodes which are quasi-marginally stable. The shear

damping is nearly nullified and occurs only through tunneling leakages.

These curvature-induced modes are strongly localized in the poloidal

angle and have slow eigenfunction variations.

The frequencies associated with the second branch are so small that it

is not allowed to expand the denominators which represent the resonances

with the ion magnetic drift frequencies (o_. , so that the full resonances

have to be included in the theory (Hesketh, 1981; Cheng and Tsang, 1931).

In these latter publications the derivatives of the ion magnetic drift

frequency were neglected in the ion sound contribution. Although the cal-

culated eigenfunctions are rather localized, they still extend up to the

resonance region where u = wDi• Consequently, even in the absence of any

inverse electron dissipation, the lowest toroidicity-induced mode was

shown to be unstable. However, their theory breaks down in the resonance

region.

Any inverse electron dissipation will further destabilize this already

unstable mode. This was demonstrated by Cheng and Chen (1980) and by

Hesketh (1980) for the collisionless case, by Cheng and Chen (1981) for

a weakly collisional plasma, and by Chen et al. (1980) for the collision-

al regime.
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In this paper we reconsider the toroidicity-induced modes in the

collisionless regime. Ion magnetic drift resonances are fully retained.

The additional contributions to the ion sound term, which are propor-

tional to derivatives of the ion magnetic drift frequency, contain higher

order singularities in w - w... . These contributions change the potential

quite drastically, in particular just outside the turning points where

the drift resonances occur. As a result the mode amplitudes become strongly

localized, actually within the poloidal interval (—TT,TT) , and vanish before

the resonance region is reached. Therefore, as will be shown, the lowest

modes are quasi-marginally stable in the absence of inverse electron dis-

sipation.

The full non-adiabatic responses of trapped and circulating particles are

included in this treatment. It is shown that the inverse damping of cir-

culating electrons drives the lowest even toroidicity-induced mode un-

stable. The non-adiabatic response of trapped particles lowers the real

part of the eigenfrequency and, thus, is indirectly destabilizing. For

simplicity we have neglected all temperature gradients. Within this lim-

itation, the maximum growth rate is found to be a few times 10~ u^ for

normal tokamak parameters. This maximum occurs at k^p. ~ 0.35 where

Reu ~ 0.5 o)^. These values are in the range of the experimental results

on low-frequency turbulent spectra (Mazzucato, 1982; Saito et al., 1981).

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the theoretical

model is given. In terms of the ballooning formalism, the eigenmode equa-

tion is an integro-differential equation in the extended poloidal vari-

able. The integral part is due to the non-adiabatic electron response.

The validity of this equation is not restricted to small values of k̂  p..

In Sec. Ill, the eigenmode equation is analyzed numerically using a shoot- f

ing method. The integral part is treated iteratively. A WKB code (White,

1979) provides the initial guess to be used in the shooting code.

In the numerical calculations approximate expressions are used for the

kernels that relate the perturbed electrostatic potential to the non-
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adiabatic electron response. It will be shown in Sec- IV that these ap-

proximate forms are adequate for the range of frequencies of interest.

The connection between the slab-like and higher curvature-induced modes

is discussed in Sec. V. The numerical methods are given in Sec. VI and

the conclusions in Sec. V I I .

II. MODE EQUATIONS

We consider an axisymmetric toroidal configuration with mag-

netic field B = (Be,B ) = (RQ/R) (B9Q(r),B ] . The magnetic surfaces

are assumed to have concentric circular cross-sections. Here, 8 and c,

are the poloidal and toroidal angles, respectively, R/R = 1 + e cos 6

with e = r/R , R_ the position of the magnetic axis and r the dis-

tance to this axis. The perturbations we are interested in are electro-

static, and the corresponding potential <j> depends on space and time

according to

0 = (f>(r,9)exp I-iwt + i U S -q6)] , (1)

where I is the toroidal mode number, and q(r) = rB / R B„ is the

safety factor.

We are interested in modes with wavelengths perpendicular to

the magnetic field of the order of the gyroradius of a thermal ion,

and with parallel wavelengths of the order of the connection length

L = 2iTqR, where R is the major radius of the torus. These require-

ments imply that we consider large values of I such that fq >> 1.

In this limit we are allowed to employ the ballooning transformation

(Pegoraro and Schep, 1978). Limiting ourselves to modes which can be

chosen even or odd with respect to the equatorial plane, this trans-

formation leads to the following mode representation

<j)(ro,S,e) = I ${r ,§)exp(-2ïïimS) , (2)
rrt=-«>

where § = 6 + 2irm is the stretched poloidal variable and S = S. (q - q )
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is the short scale radial variable, q being a reference value. The

mode amplitude depends on the equilibrium profiles through its param-

etric dependence on the gross scale coordinate r .

The perturbed ion density

ni e
n T±

j v idv1dv | |Jog (3)

is calculated from the collisionless Vlasov equation in the gyroki-

netic ordering. Here, J = Jo(
kvj_/Uci)

 i s a Bessel function of the

first kind, u . = eB/m. c, k = |k^|(l + s 2§ 2) 2, k̂  = -Iq/r, and v^ and

v,| arc the velocity components perpendicular and parallel to the equi-

librium magnetic field, respectively. The non-adiabatic part of the

perturbed distribution function, g, satisfies the collisionless gyro-

kinetic equation

ivn . ) . FM

w -wn. + — -4 g = — (w -u>,,)J (f>, (4)
Di qR 3 6J n *i o

where F.. is a Maxwellian at temperature T. , u . = -k,cT./eBL , and
M ï *i .L ï n

L = |d Jin n/dr|~l. The frequency toQ. is related with magnetic curva-

ture

uDi = "Di 1/2<vf/2 + v|) , (5a)

where

ü_. = 4e (Ü„. (cosê + S êsinè) , (5b)
Di n *i

h = vl/vthi' 1̂1 = vll/vthi' vthi = ( 2 ^ / ^ ) ^ , s = (r/q)dq/dr is the

shear parameter, and £ = I>n/Ro is the ratio between the density scale

length and the radius of curvature. The first contribution to ÜL.

arises from the normal curvature and the second one from the geodesic

curvature of the magnetic field lines. For simplicity we will neglect

all temperature gradients.

We consider mode frequencies which are large compared to the transit

frequency of a thermal ion. An expansion of (4) to powers of the small
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quantity | (v2, ./q2R2 ) / (w - w . ) 2 | is justified when the amplitude of the

potential <j) is negligibly small in the region in 8 where ion magnetic

drift resonances u = u . (v = v .. ,9) occur. Carrying out this expansion,

while retaining only contributions which are even in v,, , we get

g = i
(u -

±
90

F , ,
_ M
n

Upon substituting this approximation for g into (3) and neglecting

small terns arising from the ê-dependence of v,, and J we obtain the

perturbed ion density:

n T.

A 4
|dê °d§

5,(7)

w h e r e ? 2 = w / i j . , b = b ( l + s 2 8 2 ) , b = k | T . / m . u 2 . ,

I (£ 2 ,b ) = 4£2ir~^ f d v j ^ e Vj- JQ I(2b)^ ^ l

and

e"Vll
, (8a)

-v? 1
f -(2C2-vf/2)]3+n

,n = 0 ,1 ,2 . (8b)

In order to simplify the numerical calculations we make the approxima-

tion V2v| + vjr -> 2vjr in the ion magnetic drift frequency (Cheng and

Tsang, 1981). The resonance o> = w_. now appears when u/u-. = v 2 instead

of when 2W/ÖL. = v,? + v|/2. The resonance curve in (v^ ,v,, )-space, form-

ing an ellipse, is thus deformed into a straight line. With this approxi-
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mation the functions I and A can be written as

I = rQ(b) £Z(?) (8'a)

and

O O 3(C2)2 1 3
 9C2 2 12

where Z(£) is the plasma dispersion function and r = I (b)exp(-b),

I being a modified Bessel function. The validity of this procedure

11 be discussed in the Appendix.

For high frequencies, such that |£2| = |uj/toD. | >> 1 in the re-

gion where the mode is localized, the denominators in (6) may be

expanded to powers of u_./w. Upon retaining only the leading order cor-

rection to the first term of (6) and substituting the result into (3),

we obtain instead of (7),

^ = f i-rji--ü- 2en^i ro i --ïi -M/2)

x (cos§ +I § sin 8)
mi(D

2g2p2 o |_ to J d8
(9)

where M = b(l-r1/rQ) and ?± = rl(b) = ^ (b)exp(-b) , Ix being a modi-

fied Bessel function. When the limit |?2| » 1 is taken in (7) the func-

tion M(b) does not appear because it represents the effect of the v,-

dependence of the ion magnetic drift frequency.

The perturbed particle density of the electrons is given by

^ = -Ê. ($ + N) . (10)
n ie

Here, N(9) represents the non-adiabatic part of the responses of

trapped and circulating electrons and is calculated from the gyro-

kinetic equation by expanding the perturbed distribution function in

harmonics of the orbit periodicities. It can be written,(Schep et

al., 1982), as
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wqR(l -ü) /to) r
¥ r

v — J de' r '(

- £ 1
K (9,9') (() (-9' +2irm)+ £ 0^mK(, (9 , 9') * (6' + 2 T U ) , (11)

where u = -TUI . , T = T /T. and v.. = (2T /ra) ? . The integrals over
•w i r l c l UX16 6 6

9' arise from the loop integrals over the guiding centre orbits of

trapped and circulating particles. The kernels are given by

,Ab B/B f
A B/B

K (9,9') = dA ° — I (3 ) + dA 2 I (B_) ,

B/B(

L(9)L(9')

and

'o L(9)L(9') JA. L (9) L (6' )
(12a)

A

K~(9,e') = f dA $ I (B + b , (12b)
JAb L(e)L(6')

/•Ab B/B
K, (6,9') = dA 2 I (S ) , (12c)

Jo L(9)L(0') C C

where A, is the value of the pitch angle variable A = v|B / ( V 2 B ) at the

boundary between trapped and circulating particles, A = B /B(9) is

the value for which the particle's turning point at 9 coincides with

6 = max(|9|,|9'|), B is a reference value of the magnetic field, and

L(9) = (1 - AB(6)/B J"5 is proportional to the parallel velocity.

The kernels K , K~ and K. are integrals over the respective velocity

spaces of trapped and circulating particles. Their integrands, I and I ,

contain summations over the resonant denominators related to all har-

monics of the bounce and transit frequency, and are weighted by the Max-

wellian distribution function. They are given by

I (B) = ü, f dtt*e-t2 I I dS exP[i2n(S+P)_e] /
J-°° p=^° >-h a) - (S +p)t u

and (13)

IT(B) = ̂b f
o P=-°° u - p t w b
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where t 2 = v 2 /v 2 . The arguments of the functions I and I T in (12)

are 6C = tf(9) - T ( 8 I ) ] / T t , 6T = tx(9) - 1 ( 6 ' ) ] / ^ and f$c = B c+m-5, ,

respec t ive ly , where T ( 9 ) = q R / ( v
t h e

t ) l% d ö ' / M e 1 ) i s the parametric

time along a lowest order o r b i t , T = 2ir/(w t) = ^^ /^ the^" ' /-n^e/Mo)

i s the t r a n s i t time of a c i r cu la t ing p a r t i c l e and T^ = 2-n/(m^t) =

eo
2qR/(v.. t) f de/L(9) is the bounce time of a trapped particle.

tne J a—0

In the electron response we have neglected the effects of the magnetic

drift frequency. Its value averaged over a particle orbit is small com-

pared to the mode frequencies of interest. From the nature of the par-

ticle orbits it is clear that the response at 9 = 9 + 2irm of circulat-

ing particles depends on all intervals 9 = 9 + 2vi, while the response

of trapped particles arises only from contributions from the same interval.

For mode frequencies below the bounce frequency of a deeply trapped,

thermal electron, i.e., for wqR 2 V (vfche e^) < 1, E being the inverse as-

pect ratio, the kernels can be analytically approximated by integrals

over A of relatively simple functions (Schep et al., 1982)

Ic(a|S|) , , -i ** , , a 2B 2

— ~f(a|B|) = — + — a|B|+ 2- Ë- [i (3-3y)-tr-2ifcn (a| B| )1 ,
2TT 2 2 4

(14a)
Va|B|,a) = f(a|S|)

2TT

. ia2 ia2

x exp (ia/n2) , (14b)

and

2 l r [ 2 a 2 4 ^ 12TT

l exp
n=l 3 jj fi (14c)

w h e r e y i s E u l e r ' s c o n s t a n t , a = 27Ta>/u)b a n d aB = u i q R / V y ^ j a , d a / L ( a ) •

These expressions are valid up to second order in the small quantity

aB, and hold for growing modes. For Unu.. < 0, i should be replaced by
+

-i. It is seen from (12) that K contain logarithmic singularities due
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to the simultaneous vanishing of L(9) and L{0') at 6 = ±6' and A = A.

These singularities'are mainly real and arise from trapped particles.

The imaginary part of the kernel K originates mainly from circulating

particles and is related with the first term in the expression for f in

(14a). The corresponding contribution to the response of circulating par-

ticles is the main destabilizing factor for even modes. For odd modes

this contribution to N is cancelled because it does not depend on 9. The

main contribution to the trapped particle response arises from the term

Ti2/2a in (14b) and (14c). This term represents the p = 0 bounce har-

monic in (13) and is large for deeply trapped particles. Por odd modes

these 6-dependent terms do not contribute to N in the interval ra = 0.

Hence, in the case of odd modes the leading contributions to (14b,c)

do not play a role in the m = 0 interval. Since the modes are localized

in the interval (-IT,IT) it follows that inverse Landau damping has a

small effect on odd modes. In the following we will assume that the

mode is sufficiently localized so that only the response in the interval

m =£ where the mode is localized has to be taken into account. Therefore,

we shall neglect K.. The approximations (14) have been used in the numer-

ical calculations. In Sec. IV it will be shown that the results fully agree

with those obtained by using the full kernels (12).

The dispersion equation is obtained from the quasi-neutrality con-

dition n. = n . Upon making the approximation I(52,b) -> £,Z(S)r (b) we

obtain from (7) and (10)

A

d§ °d§

where

0 = "2T2bq2 fl lA + r C Z ( U . (16)
D

We recall that £2 = <o/i3_. . Note that the factor in front of QQ is pro-

portional to the inverse of the expansion parameter in (6).

From (7) it is seen that the approximation (6) to the gyrokinetic equa-
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tion is justified if

ir e
w2T26q2 |_dë

Upon using the dispersion equation (15), neglecting N for simplicity,

this condition can be written as |P(ê)| << 1, where

1+ w /CUT r

Since all coefficients in (15) are symmetric in 9, we will con-

sider the modes to be even or odd. The boundary conditions in 8 = 0 are

34>/99 = 0 for even modes and $ = 0 for odd modes. To discuss the bound-

ary condition for large values of § we consider (15) with N = 0. This is

allowed because for localized modes the non-adiabatic electron response

is only important for small values of §. Then, (15) can be written in the

standard form

[d2/d62 - V] $ = 0 , (18)

where I|J(6) = [A (£2)] $ (8) . The potential V can easily be obtained from

(15).

Outside the turning points where the potential vanishes, the asymptotic

solution is chosen as if ~ exp ( ƒ V2 d§') for 5 •+ » with Re ƒ V d§' < 0

for growing modes. Therefore, the boundary condition is

^ ~ V̂ <? , 9 + - . (19)

de

This boundary condition is correct for radiating modes as well as for

bounded modes. For radiating modes the potential is negative at infinity

and proportional to the frequency squared. Then, the group velocity is

directed outwards and the energy is radiated towards infinity. With this

boundary condition unstable eigenmodes (Imu) > 0) are spatially decaying

and damped eigenmodes (Imw < 0) are asymptotically diverging aloag the

real §-axis.
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The phenomenon of asymptotic divergence in 6 would violate the mode

representation (2) which is a sum over m of the partial eigenmodes

J(9 + 2Trm)exp(-i2umS). However, when ion Landau damping would be in-

cluded in (15) , it is expected that also for damped eigenmodes

the outgoing wave energy boundary condition is equivalent to the asymp-

totically decaying condition.

When the mode frequency is large compared to the ion magnetic

drift frequency so that £2 = w/ü . is large,the dispersion equation is

obtained from (9) and (10):

ÉL $ + Q$+ !üiLJki I ï N = O (20)
e

Q =
_ ui2T2bq2

„2-2

1 + 1/T 1 2 en M

— - 1 +—•*—=• (cos 6 +s8sine) (1 -M/2)
1 + l)l./ti)T T UTu* en i- ' ' w*'~" - o

(21)

Equation (20) is solved under the boundary condition (19) with V = -Q.

The approximate mode equation (20) will become more accurate for in-

creasing values of w/JJ . , i.e., for smaller E and larger T. If b > 1

in the region where the WKB condition has to be applied, in which case

T * (2ïïb). and M * V2 > an infinite series of turning points near the
o

rea l 6 -ax i s i s produced when e w /w > 2/3 (1 + x) (2irb) / (1 + u /TCD) . Then,
n * *

our numerical method breaks down because the boundary condition (19)

does not describe the asymptotic behaviour.

The integro-differential equations (15) and (20) have been solved

numerically by a shooting code in which N is treated iteratively. To de-

termine an approximation to the eigenfrequency u which can be used as a

starting value in the shooting code we use an interactive numerical code

(White, 1979). This code solves iteratively the phase integral condition,

using the numerical calculation of the anti-Stokes lines in the complex

6-plane. The Stokes (anti-Stokes) lines associated with V(ui,9) are paths

in the 0-plane, emanating from zeros or singularities of V(tü,G) along

which ƒ V (u,ê)dê is real (imaginary). Along an anti-Stokes line the WKB
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approximation of the solution is oscillatory, and this line separates

regions in the complex §-plane where the WKB approximation is subdominant

or dominant. Subdominant (dominant) means that the solution is exponen-

tially decreasing (increasing) with increasing distance from the turning

point. The amplitudes of these solutions change discontinuously when one

crosses a cut or a Stokes line. Thus the boundary condition (19) is valid

in that part of the complex 9-plane which is bounded by two Stokes lines

attached to the same turning point. Using the phase integral method, i.e.,

the rules which determine the change of the amplitudes in going through the

complex ê-plane, the phase integral condition

T2
i f V%(w,ê)d§ = (n + V2>ir , n = 0,1,2 (22)

Tl

is obtained. Here, T, o are the turning points that determine the so-

lution. The position of these points depends on the eigenvalue UJ. In

general, this integral cannot be solved analytically because the poten-

tial V is a complicated function of 6 and u>. The modes that belong to

an approximate eigenfrequency numerically found from (22) are labelled

by the number of nodes n between the turning points.

The dispersion equation (15) describes two branches of eigenmodes

(Hastie et al., 1979; Chen and Cheng, 1980). One branch represents the

well-known Pearlstein-Berk modes (Pearlstein and Berk, 1969), slightly

modified by curvature. The other branch is induced by magnetic curvature

and has no counterpart in a slab model. For the slab-like modes, which

only exist for small values of e , the potential is an anti-well whose

parabolic form is somewhat deformed by curvature. They correspond to un-

bounded states. The wave energy is freely convected outward and the modes

are damped. These modes are determined by a pair of symmetrical turning

points, which also exists when the curvature is neglected. Other turning

points, induced by curvature, are farther away from the origin in the

complex 6-plane.

For increasing field line curvature, i.e., for larger values of z ,
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the potential develops local wells. These wells can be localized around

ê = 0 or away from the origin, depending on the values of the param-

eters. When there are two wells and when the potential Re(V) > 0 in

S = 0, the mode is determined by a pair of unsymmetrical turning points.

One of the turning points is slab-like and the other one is due to cur-

vature. Both are located near the real §-axis. When there are two wells

and the potential is negative in the origin, or when these two wells

have coalesced into a single well the mode is determined by a pair of

curvature-induced turning points symmetrically located near the real §-

axis.

Eigenmodes exist that are contained in the local potential wells and the

modes with the lowest number of nodes between the turning points are

quasi-marginally stable. The outward convection of the wave energy occurs

only through tunneling leakages and the damping rates are much reduced

compared to those of the slab-like modes. These modes are strongly local-

ized and have slow eigenfunction variations.

III. CURVATURE-INDUCED DRIFT MODES

In this Section we investigate the curvature-induced modes. In

the absence of electron Landau damping these modes have rather low damp-

ing rates. In particular, we will concentrate on the lowest even mode

which has an extremely low 'damping rate and becomes unstable under the

influence of the inverse collisionless damping. The structure of the mode

depends strongly on the potential V(ID,6) in the mode equation (18) . In

turn, the mode structure is crucial for the amount of destabilization pro-

vided by inverse Landau damping. We will illustrate this by comparing the

solutions of the approximate mode equation (20), which is valid in the

limit u)/öL. >> 1, with the solutions of the mode equation (15) where the

complete Z-functions are retained.

In Figs. 1-3 the numerical results for the lowest even eigenmode

of the approximate mode equation (20) are presented. In Fig. 1 the real
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and imaginary parts of the normalized eigenfrequency, 9 = co/w#, are plot-

ted versus b. It is seen that the collisionless dissipation destabilizes

the mode, leading to positive growth rates. The real part of the frequen-

cy decreases slowly while the imaginary part increases drastically with

increasing b. This is in agreement with the results of Hesketh (1980,1981).

The damping rate in the case when N = 0 is not shown because it is O(10~4).

ReQ

1.0

0.8 -

0.6 -

0.4 -

0.2 -

0.00

0.20

- 0.16

- 0.12

ImQ

0.01 0.02 0.03

Pig. 1. The eigen frequency Q. of (20), with and without N,

vs b for s = q = T = 1, e =0.1, m./m = 1836 and

The eigenfunctions for b = 0.025 are plotted in Fig. 2. Figure 2a repre-

sents the solution in the absence of dissipation while Fig. 2b represents

the full solution. Due to the dissipation, the complex eigenfunction be-

comes slightly more localized around 6 = 0 . The potentials V correspond-

ing with Fig. 2 are plotted in Fig. 3. Figure 3a represents the potential

for the eigenfrequency of the marginally stable mode, while Fig. 3b re-

presents the potential for the frequency when N ^ 0. For all values of b

ReV < 0 at ê = 0.
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[3 = 0.29» 0.12!

0.025

-0.2
15

Fig. 2. The eigenfunction cj>(0) of (20) at the point b = 0.025

of Fig. I. (a) N = 0, (b) N?*0.
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Fig. 3. The potential V(ê) =-Q(§) of (20) at the point

b = 0.025 of Fig. 1. (a) N = 0, (b) N ^ 0 .
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The foregoing results were obtained under the assumption of large

frequencies such that w/wDi >> 1. However, Fig. 1 shows that for larger

values of b the eigenfrequency becomes so small that this assumption

breaks down (Hesketh, 1981; Cheng and Tsang, 1981). For these low frequen-

cies the full Z-functions have to be retained in the dispersion equation,

"herefore, we consider the solutions of the dispersion equation (15).

First we treat the case in which all derivatives to 9 of C2 are neglected

in (15) (Schep and Veneraa, 1983). This implies that the derivatives of uDi

are neglected in the ion sound contribution, which arises from the second

term in (6). With this approximation the potential is V = - Q D / A Q ( C 2 ) . In

Figs. 4-6 the eigenfrequency, the eigenfunction and the potential are

given for the same parameter values as in Figs. 1-3. From Fig. 4 it can

be seen that the mode is already unstable when N = 0. When N is taken into

account, the growth rate becomes peaked around b = 0.02, remains finite

for small b, and becomes small when b approaches unity. The real part of

the eigenfrequency is seen to be larger than the corresponding one in Fig. 1.

0.8

Refi 0.6 -

0.4 -

0.2 -

0.0

0.16

-0.12

-0.08

0.04

0.00

Fig. 4. The eigenfrequency fi of (15) (derivatives of m

neglected in the ion sound term), with and without

N, vs b. Same parameters as in Fig. 1.
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0 .62*0 .017 :
0.025

Fig. 5. The eigenfunction $(6) of (15) (derivatives of to

neglected) a t the point b = 0.025 of Fig. 4.

(a) N = 0, (b) N^0.
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Fig. 6. The potential V(B) =-Q /A (C ) of (15) at the point

£ = 0.025 of Fig. 4. (a) N = 0, (b) N^0.
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The maximum in the growth rate is sharper and occurs for a smaller b than

in (Hesketh, 1981). The difference is probably due to the fact that only

circulating particles were taken into account in his non-adiabatic part-

icle response.

In Figs. 5 and 6 the eigenfunctions and the corresponding potentials are

plotted for b = 0.025, for the cases with and without electron Landau

damping. Although the turning point is at approximately the same posi-

tion, the mode is more localized in 9 than in the case of Fig. 2. This

is caused by the large enhancement of the potential just outside the

turning point due to the Z-function in QD- From the figures it can be seen

that the mode is not sufficiently localized but still feels the reso-

nance w * w_. (6). This is reflected in the fact that the frequency has a

positive imaginary part even when N = 0. This fact would violate the as-

sumption under which the expansion of the gyro-kinetic equation is valid.

However, the derivatives of ui_. cannot be ignored in the ion sound term.

These terms yield important contributions to the potential, in particular

just outside the turning points.

1.2

1.0

Re Q

0.4

0.2

0.0

Im

0.03

Im Q

0.02

0.01

0.00
0.00 0.02 0.01 0.06 0.08 0.10

Fig. 7. The eigenfrequency Q of the full equation (15),

with and without N, vs b. Same parameters as in

Fig. 1.
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The solutions of the full mode equation (15), including the derivatives

to 9 of i2, are represented in Figs. 7-9. All parameters have the same

values as in Figs. 1-6. In Fig. 7 the eigenfrequency Ü is plotted for

the cases with and without N. The imaginary part of Q is very small when

N = 0. When inverse Landau damping is included the mode becomes unstable

and the growth rate is peaked around b = 0.04. This maximum is shifted

to a higher value of b and is considerably less than in the case of

Fig. 4. In Figs. 8 and 9 the eigenfunctions and the corresponding poten-

tials are shown for b = 0.04, where the growth rate has its maximum value.

It is seen that the mode is even more localized than in the previous case

where the derivatives of wQi were neglected. The mode amplitude vanishes

before the resonance u ~ w . is reached. In the case of Figs. 4-6 it is

necessary to integrate through the resonance region but in this case the

numerical results have been obtained by shooting from a point just below the

first maximum in the potential V. There, the WKB-condition (19) is valid.

150

100

-50

-100

-150
2.7 2.8 2.9 3.0

Fig. 10. The potential V(§) of (18) at the point 6 = 0.04 of

Pig. 7. This plot is the continuation of Fig. 9a

for larger 9. The broken line indicates the approxi-

mation dicussed in the text. Shooting is done from

a point just below the first maximum in ReV.
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Fig. 11. The eigenfunctions <j>(9) of the full mode equation (15)

for values of b below and above the point of maximum

growth rate in Fig. 7. (a) 6 = 0.01, (b) b = 0.07.
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The residual imaginary part of the frequency for N = 0 can be suppressed

by approximating the potential as indicated in Fig. 10 (dashed line) and

by shooting from a slightly larger value of 6. The decrease in Refl is

due to the non-adiabatic response of trapped particles. Since N is pro-

portional to Q - 1 (see Eg. (11)) , this effect is indirectly destabili-

zing. For the same reason the growth rate decreases for values of Ê be-

low 0.04 where Refl increases. When the shooting is done from a slightly

larger distance, as discussed before, the growth rate can be made to

vanish at the point where Reft = 1. When a gradient in the electron tem-

perature is included this point will be shifted because in that case the

contribution of circulating electrons to N becomes proportional to

[fi - (l-ne/2)], where ne = dUnTg )/d(2nn) .

The decrease of the growth rate for b > 0.04 can be explained as follows.

The value of the potential V at 8 = 0 increases with increasing values of

b. For sufficiently large values of b the potential develops a double

well, and the eigenfunctions tend to be localized around the off-centre

potential minima. This is illustrated in Figs. 11 and 12 for b = 0.01 and

b = 0.07, respectively. The width of the mode decreases so that the weight

of the imaginary part of the kernel is reduced. Consequently, the growth

rate decreases with increasing b. This is in contrast with the result re-

presented in Fig. 1. There, the potential does not develop a double well

and the growth rate does not exhibit a maximum. The behaviour of Imfi

with b is similar in Figs. 7 and 4 because the functions <j>(6) exhibit

the same change in localization.

The expansion of the gyro-kinetic equation (4) is valid when JP(<?)| << 1

where P(§) is defined in (17). In Fig. 13, P(6) is plotted for b = 0.04

corresponding to the point in Fig. 7 where the growth rate has a maxi-

mum. All other parameters have the same values as in Figs. 1-12. It is

seen that this condition is fulfilled in the region where the mode is

localized.

We have also investigated the lowest odd mode for x = s = q = 1

and e =0.1. The mode is localized in the interval (-IT,IT) and has a
n
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Fig. 13. The function P{0) as defined in (17). The values

of the frequency and the parameters correspond

to the point of maximum growth rate in Fig. 7.
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damping rate |lmfi| < lO"4. The frequency and the mode structure remain

unchanged when the non-adiabatic electron response is included. This is

in agreement with the discussion below Eq. (14) in Sec. II.

We do not expect that higher-n modes can become unstable by the

introduction of N. This is illustrated in Fig. 14 where the eigenfre-

quency 2 of Eq. (20) and its WKB approximation are plotted versus the

number of nodes n between turning points for b = 0.025, T = s = q = 1,

e =0.1 and N = 0. The modes with n >. 2 have a much larger damping which

cannot be nullified by the destabilizing effect of N.

We have argued that the approximation leading to the dispersion

equation (20) is better when e /Hi decreases. In Figs. 15 and 16 we have

plotted n of the same eigenmode branch as in Fig. 1 versus x and c , re-

spectively. For T >> 1 and en << 0.1 the value of Q is sufficiently

large and the approximate equation (20) may be used. For values of T

approaching unity Imfi of this mode rapidly becomes less negative (see

Fig. 15). However, Rew decreases drastically and is no longer large com-

pared to the ion magnetic drift frequency. In addition, an infinite

series of turning points near the real 0-axis is produced and the WKB

condition (19) for (20) is no longer valid as the boundary condition for

9 -> °°. For small values of e tunneling leakages increase and the mode

acquires a larger damping rate. This behaviour is illustrated in Fig. 16.
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IV. COMPARISON OF THE APPROXIMATE AND EXACT KERNELS

In the numerical calculations which led to the results of Sec-

III we have used the approximate expressions (14) for I and I_ in the

kernels (12). In the following these approximate expressions will be com-

pared with the full kernels which are obtained by substituting into (12)

the exact expressions (13) for I and I_.

In Fig. 17 the real and imaginary part of the full K (6,6') and of its

approximation are plotted versus 8'£(-vtv) for 6 = 0 and for the frequen-

cy fi = 0.45+0.025i corresponding to the maximum growth rate in Fig. 7.

ReK*

]m K

-1

e'

Fiq. 17. The full and approximate K+(0,0') vs t-' for 6 = 0.

All parameters correspond to the point of maximum

growth rate in Fig. 7.
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The difference between the exact and approximate values is at most \/2 %

and can hardly be seen in the figure. The peak in the plots represents

the logarithmic singularity in the kernel. In Fig. 18 tne real and

imaginary parts of K (0,9') are plotted versus O'e(-ii,ii) for 0 = n/2

and for the same frequency. Plots of K~(6,ö') for the same set of param-

eters are similar. The difference between the exact and approximate val-

ues is largest for ImK+(9,0l) for those 0' for which |e-G'| is largest,

that is for 6' = -6 = -n/2.

-10
-2 -1

Fig. 18. The full and approximate K (0,0') vs 0' for 0= 1/2.

All parameters correspond to the point of maximum

growth rate in Fig. 7.

In Fig. 19 we have plotted ƒ de'[K+(6,ü') + K~(0,ü')] for the same fre-
-71

quency. For even modes this expression is proportional to the unweighted

N(6) (i.e., | = 1 has been taken). Only in the imaginary part a small

difference between the exact and approximate expression can be seen. The

figure shows that N decreases for increasing values of 0.
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For several values of b the integro-differential equation was solved with

the exact and wich the approximate expressions for the kernels. The dif-

ference in the eigenfrequencies was found to be less than 1 %. We thus

conclude that for mode frequencies below the bounce frequency of a deeply

trapped electron it is allowed to use the approximate expressions for

the kernels in the numerical calculations.

300
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-100

Re

Im

I i i

= 0.05*0.0251

exoct
approx.

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

Fig. 19. The unweighted N(Ö) vs S. All parameters correspond

to the point of maximum growth rate in Fig. 7.
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V. THE CONNECTION BETWEEN THE SLAB-LIKE AND HIGHER-n CURVATURE-

INDUCED MODES

For decreasing values of the curvature, the curvature-induced

modes either disappear or connect to the slab-like modes. This depends

on the value of the shear parameter s, and to a lesser extent on the

value of T = T /T.. To explore this connection to the slab-like mode

we consider (20), omitting the non-adiabatic electron contribution N.

With increasing curvature and for small values of the magnetic

shear (s < — ) , the n = 0 slab-like mode turns into the n •= 0 toroidal

mode. For stronger shear (s > —) it connects to one of the higher-n

toroidal modes (Chen and Cheng, 1980). The n-number refers to the num-

ber of nodes between the relevant pair of turning points, which differs

for each of the branches. For the slab-like modes, the relevant pair of

turning points is near the origin, and is only slightly influenced by

curvature. In that case the potential may be expanded around 6 = 0 .

Neglecting products of small quantities, the resulting equation is a

Weber equation:

where

and

dê2

A =

= 0 ,

T(fi - 1)
+ 1

(23)

2e

^ (2 5 - Ol •

The solution, which is consistent with outgoing wave energy is

(24)

where the H are Hermite-polynomials, n - 0,1, ... The eigenfrequen-

cies are determined by the relation
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U
(25)

For small e and b, these eigenfrequencies agree very well with the

eigenfrequencies determined by the WKB-condition (22) and with those ob-

tained from a numerical integration of the differential equation.

The connection between the n = 0 slab-like mode and the higher

harmonics of the curvature-induced mode is shown in Figs. 20 and 21

(Schep and Venema, 1983).

Re

- 0 . 0 2

- - 0 . 1 2

- -0.22

- -0.32

0 , 5 0 I 1 1 1 1 1 J 1 - 0 . 4 2
0 . 0 3 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 6 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 9 0 . 1 0

ImQ

Fig. 20. (a) The eigenfrequency fl of (20) with N = 0 vs £ for T= 1 and b = 0 . 1 .

The so l id curves represen t the r e s u l t s of the shooting code. The broken curves

represent the n = 0 s l a b - l i k e mode obtained from the WKB condit ion (22) and the

dotted curves represent the n = 8 curvature-induced mode a l so obtained from (22).

In F ig . 20a, the eigenfrequency Ü, toge ther with i t s WKB approximations,

i s p lo t t ed versus en for t b = 0 . 1 , s = q = T = l . Equation (20) can be

used because \t,2\ = | u /w D i | > 1 for these values of z , Ü and x. For

c n i 0.055, the n = 0 WKB approximation obtained from (22) i s very good

and the mode can be ca l l ed s l a b - l i k e for t h i s range of c . The a n a l y t i -

ca l expression (25) c lose ly follows t h i s approximation.
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For e £.0.06 the mode is well described by the n = 8 WKB approximation,
n

This change in n-number of the mode is due to the fact that for en £• 0.055

the mode is determined by the slab-like turning points and for e n i. 0.06

by the turning points which are introduced by the ion magnetic drift fre-

quency. These latter points are farther away from the origin.

In the intermediate region of e both pairs of turning points are impor-

tant for the mode and choosing one of them in the WKB integral condition

does not lead to a good approximation. For e n = 0.04 and en = 0.08 the

eigenfunctions along an axis through the relevant turning points are given

in Figs. 20b and 20c, respectively. It is seen that the first case repre-

sents an n = 0 mode and the second case an n = 8 mode. The potentials along

the same axis are shown in Figs. 20d and 20e for en = 0.04 and en = 0.08,

respectively. The same phenomenon is shown for rb = 0.1, s = g = l and

T = 101* in Fig. 21a. The transition is now from n = 0 to n = 6 around

e n = 0.075.
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Fig. 21. (a) The eigenfrequency Ü of (20) with N = 0 vs en for T = lO
4 and b= 1 0 ~ 5 .

The solid curves represent the results of the shooting code. The broken

curves represent the n = 0 slab-like mode obtained from the WKB condition

(22) and the dotted curves represent the n = 6 curvature-induced mode also

obtained from (22).
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The eigenfunctions and the corresponding potentials along an axis through

the relevant turning points are given in Figs. 21b and 2Id for e =0.05

and in Figs. 21c and 21e for e = 0.1. The first case represents the n = 0

slab-like mode and the second case the n = 6 curvature-induced mode. In

Fig. 22, the eigenfrequency of the higher-order curvature-induced mode

which connects for small e to the slab-like mode, is plotted as a func-

tion of T = Te/TA. For the chosen values of the parameters the WKB code

shows that the mode number changes from n = 8 for x < 2 to n = 6 for x > 2.

0.90

ReQ

0.85 -

0.80

ImQ

10

Pig. 22. The eigenf requencies of the higher-order (n = 6, 8)

solutions of (20) vs X (N = 0, s = q = l ) .
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VI. NUMERICAL METHODS

The integro-differential equations (15) and (20) have been solved

numerically by a shooting code in which N is treated iteratively. The

complex second order differential operator is transformed into four real

first order differential operators. Using a variable-order variable-step

Adams method, the numerical integration in the variable 9 is in the di-

rection from infinity to zero. Using simplex and variable metric methods

(James and Roos, 1977), the eigenvalue J2 is varied in each integration un-

til the boundary condition in § = 0 is fulfilled. Equation (19) is used

as the boundary condition in the point at infinity, where the integrat:en

starts. At this point, $(9^) is chosen arbitrarily and 3J/3 6(9̂ J is de-

termined by the WKB condition (19). When shooting from larger values

does not give an appreciable variation in the solution, the mode clearly

has its asymptotic behaviour and the point 0^ is correctly chosen.

For growing modes the shooting axis is chosen to be real and for damped

modes it is rotated in the complex 8-plane over a small angle with re-

spect to the real 8-axis so as to end in the subdominant region of the

solution, where Re(/ev^de') < 0.

When the shooting is done along a complex axis, a routine using the methed

of Sookne (1973) is employed to calculate the Bessel functions of the

second kind with complex arguments. The interactive code for solving the

second order differential equations (15) and (20) with N = 0 using WKB

phase integral methods is described in detail in (White, 1979).

The non-adiabatic electron response N has been treated iteratively.

In order to be able to use the boundary condition in e = 0, the expres-

sion (11) for N with K = 0 is rewritten in the interval m = 0 as

N(e) = f(fi) f de«|K +(e fe
1)± K+(e,-e')

- I-
+ K~(e,-e')± K o^'jUte') , (26)
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where the +sign holds for even modes and the -sign for odd modes.

In the interval m f 0, we write

N{9 +2irm) = f(fl) f dO' K+(e,e') +K"(e,-e1)l$(e'+27rm) , (27)

-IT

where

f(Q) = k%% q [-*} (1 - Q) . (28)
(2)3/" I m J

To describe the iteration process the eigenmode equation is written as

L(S2,9) $ (§) + N(S2,$,9) = 0 , (29)

where L is the differential operator and we have indicated that N de-

pends on the eigenvalue and is a functional of J. The procedure is as

follows. The differential equation

L(HO,6) * o(£) = 0 lie)

gives an n Q and a $Q(9) which are substituted in the expression for N,

yielding N Q ( 9 ) = N(fiQ,$o,9). The n-th iteration $n(ê),nn is the so.u-

tion of the differential equation

L(finr6) Iĵ tej + N ^ ^ e ) = 0 , (31)

where Nn(9) = N(n n,$ n,9).

In the integration of this equation the function N ^ ( S ) is calculated

at the points § by a spline interpolation between the N 1(§.), where

G. is the grid of 6-values at which N _.(9.) is known.

The integrations in Eqs. (26) and (27) are cione by Gaussian integra-

tion, so that for each contribution to N

r
K(9,9' ,R) $ (ê')de1 •> I K(6,x, ,n) <\> (X. +2Ttm)u (Xi ) (32)

J i=l 1 x 1

is taken, where X. and w(x.) are the k Gauss-Legendre points and

weights, respectively. By taking an equidistant grid for 9 we avoid the

logarithmic singularity which is present when 9 = 8 ' in the integration

over the pitch angle variable.



An important point to observe is that in treating the problem in

this way (15) or (20) is transformed into a non-linear equation. The

eigensolution $ (9) of Eq. (30) can be multiplied with a complex constant

and the solution $.(9),J1. of the first iteration depends on the choice of

this constant. The final solution of the integro-differential equation

will not depend on this choice if it is made in a consistent way during

the iterations. Each time before N (8) is calculated, <|> (8) is multiplied

by such a constant that each <j> or 3cj> /39 has the same value in 6 = 0.

The starting value for <J> (§) , in § = 9^, is taken as <j> _.(6to), while the

derivative is determined by the WKB condition (19) in which for Q, Ü _.

is substituted. In this way convergence in 9. in 4 to 5 significant digits

is achieved in 5 to 7 iterations. The obvious disadvantage of this method

is that one has to search neighbouring parts of the complex fi-plane sev-

eral times to get a solution of the integro-differential equation. In par-

ticular, this applies to the first iteration because fln - Q 1 is largest

for n = 1. Using a direct method the search of the fi-plane has to be done

only once. The advantage of the iterative method is that one can use re-

liable and fast, shooting codes so that it could be less time consuming

than a direct method where for each Q the determinant of a large full

complex matrix has to be calculated.

When | £,'•'- | is large, asymptotic series are used for the functions £2(5),

A , A./A and A„/A which appear in the full dispersion equation (15).

This is necessary because of the; cancellation of large terms and conse-

quently the loss of significant digits. Using the fact that the plasma

dispersion function Z(^) satisfies the differential equation 3Z(£)/3£ =

- 2(1 + £Z (£)) i we can write

A = =£l [5 ZU) (-1-4C2 + 4C") - 2?2 + 4C4] , (33a)
o 4

(-3 - 18C2 + 36^ - 8£6) - 6?2 + 32^ - 8£6] , (33b)
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and

2 192
Z(?) (-15 - 12052 + 360C" - 160£6 + 16C8)

- 30£2 16C (33c)

In the numerical calculations these expressions have been used for

|C2| < 40. The plasma dispersion function Z(£) has been calculated using

the method of Watanabe (1979). Because of the cancellation of large terms

in (33), we use the asymptotic series

n=0

.-2n (n- V?)! (34)

and the algebraic programming system REDUCE2, developed by hearn (1974),

to obtain the following asymptotic series for |cz| >s 1:

= ! + i ^ + ^ 5 _ + 787V2 +

^i = - 3/ _ _ 1203A _ 31623/8 +

r2

4. 483A 4. 11643/8 . 42963%

(35a)

(35b)

(35c)

These series up to £ 12 inclusive have been used in the numerical cal-

culations for |£2| £ 4 0 .
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have discussed the curvature-induced branch of

the electrostatic drift modes. In terms of the ballooning mode formalism,

the eigenmode equation is an integro-differential equation in the extend-

ed poloidal variable. Ion Landau damping has been neglected but ion mag-

netic drift resonant effects have been fully retained. The integral part

of the equation is due to the non-adiabatic responses of trapped and

circulating electrons.

The eigenmode equation is analyzed numerically using a shooting method,

where the integral part is treated iteratively. An interactive WKB code

is used to obtain a first guess for the eigenfrequency.

The localization of the curvature-induced modes is caused by the ion

magnetic drifts. When the corresponding resonances are included also in

the ion sound contribution, the potential (in the Schrödinger sense) is

changed quite drastically. As a result, the modes become strongly local-

ized such that their amplitudes vanish before the resonance regior,

where u> = w_. , is actually reached. Consequently, the modes are m irgin-

ally stable in the absence of inverse dissipation. Since the modes are

localized within the poloidal interval (-TT,TT), only the m=0 term con-

tributes to the sum (2) and the amplitude <f>(*o»ö) does not depend on

the short scale variable S. Therefore, the radial extension of the modes

is determined by the parametric dependence on the equilibrium profiles.

Any inverse dissipation will destabilize these marginally stable modes.

In the collisionless regime, the lowest even mode becomes unstable under

the influence of the inverse damping of circulating electrons. The non-

adiabatic response of trapped particles causes a decrease in the real

part of the frequency and, thus, is indirectly destabilizing. For normal

tokamak parameters, the maximum growth rate is a few times 10~2 w# and

occurs at k., p. si 0.33 where Reu ~ 0.5 w*. Higher order modes remain

stable.
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In the numerical calculations we have used approximate expres-

sions for the kernels that relate the perturbed electrostatic potential

to the non-adiabatic electron response. The difference between the ob-

tained eigenfrequencies and those calculated upon using the exact ker-

nels are shown to be negligibly small. It is shown that for increasing

values of the magnetic field line curvature and for sufficiently large

shear, the lowest slab-like mode evolves into one of the higher order

even curvature-induced modes.
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APPENDIX

In this Appendix we discuss the validity of the approximation

Vĵ /2 + V|| •+ 2V|| in the ion magnetic drift frequency (5) . For simplicity

we will neglect finite ion gyroradius effects in (8). This implies that

J2[(2b) VjJ •> 1 and r + 1 is taken. This is allowed because b << 1 for

most of the results given in Sections II and III. Within these approxi-

mations the function I(5z,b) in the full dispersion equation (15) is

identical to £Z(£), which does not depend on the ion gyroradius. Here,

we will compare the functions I(?2) and Ao(£
2), defined in (8), with

their approximate forms. In Fig. 23 we have plotted I(£2) and its ap-

proximation 5Z(C) versus ê for the frequency corresponding to the maxi-

mum growth rate in Fig. 7. In Fig. 24 we have plotted A and its approxi-

mation -£632/3 (C2)2 f£Z(£;}] for the same frequency.

Re I
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[} = D. 45 -.0.0251
X- 1.0
e. = 0.1

L
3 4

ê
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ƒ
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3

8

Fig. 23. The solid curves represent the function I(£2,b = 0) defined in (8a). The

broken curves represent its approximation £z(£). The dotted curves re-

present -1 - l/(2£2), which is the approximation of £Z(C) for large |£2|.

The functions are evaluated at the point of maximum growth rate in Fig. 7.
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Re A„

3

2

1

O

-1

-4

=0.45*0.Q25i
2 - * =1.0

-3 -
5Di=0

3

ê

Imfl,

Fig. 24. The solid curves represent the function A (£ ,b=0) defined in (8b). The

broken curves represent its approximation -C692/9(C2) I?Z(£)]. The func-

tions are evaluated at the point of maximum growth rate in Fig. 7.

As can be seen from Figs. 11, 23 and 24, the approximation is very good

in the interval in 6 where the mode is localized. In the interval to the

right of the first zero point of üDi, where £
2 = w/ü>Di changes sign, u

and ü . have the same sign and resonance occurs. In this interval, the

locations in ê of the maxima and minima of I and A have shifted and the

extrema have become less pronounced in the approximation. However, the

mode has vanished before this resonance region is reached, so that these

deviations between the full and approximate forms of I and AQ are not

relevant.

It is seen from Figs. 23 and 24 that I and Ao are smooth functions in the

interval in ê where the mode is localized, so that the same conclusions

hold for the functions A, and A- which contain higher derivatives to C2

of I(£2,b) and are defined in (8).
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In the dispersion equation (20), which is valid for ||2| >> 1, we

have replaced I(£;2,b) by -l-l/(2£2) and A by 1. In Fig. 23 we have also

plotted the approximation -l-l/(2£2). It is clear that the approximate

dispersion equation (20) is not adequate for e =0.1 and T = 1 and for

the frequencies of Fig. 7.
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CHAPTER 3

THE EQUATIONS FOR LOW-FREQUENCY WAVES

IN THE STRONGLY COLLISIONAL REGIME OF THE PLASMA

ABSTRACT

The equations for low-frequency waves in the strongly collisional regime

of a fully ionized electron-ion plasma in an inhomogeneous magnetic field

are derived. The moment equations in the two-fluid approach with the

transport coefficients that are valid in a strong magnetic field are |!

f
used. The ordering which is appropriate for the description of drift waves j

is employed. In the calculations of the viscosity contributions, we use a !

generalized form of the expression for the viscosity tensor as given by

Braginsky (1965) in a local coordinate system with one of the coordinate

axes parallel to the magnetic field.
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I. THE BRAGINSKY TWO-FLUID EQUATIONS

In this Section, we present a set of equations for a completely

ionized electron-ion plasma in toroidal geometry in the stronqly col-

lisional regime. Since the phase velocities along the magnetic field

of the waves that we are interested in are larger than the ion thermal

velocity and smaller than the electron thermal velocity, the electrons

and the ions have to be described differently. In addition, electron

and ion transport along field lines play different roles and the

transport coefficients depend on the temperature, which may be differ-

ent for ions and electrons. We adopt the resistive two-fluid model

with the transport coefficients as calculated by Braginsky (1965).

These equations are not valid in the plateau regime, where the majori-

ty of the circulating electrons is collisionless. The set of equations

consists of the first three moments of the Boltzmann equation for each

particle species, and is obtained by multiplying with 1, mjv and

mjv /2 and by subsequently integrating over velocity space. The mean

velocity will be denoted by Vj = <v>j, where <>j is the average over a

distribution function of a species j. The random velocity is y_' = v-Vj.

In the following we will omit the species subscripts. The equation for

the zeroth moment is

|f + V • (nV) = 0 . (2-1)

This is the equation of continuity describing conservation of parti-

cles. The equation for the first moment

dV
mn -Sr- = -Vp - V • n + Zen(E_ + - V><B) + R , (2-2)

is the momentum equation or equation of motion. Here, d/dt = 3/3t+v«v

is the convective derivative, p = nT is the scalar pressure,
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is the stress tensor, and

R = ƒ mv' C dv (2-4)

is the mean change in the momentum of particles of a given species due

to collisions with all other particles.

The equation for the second moment

is the equation for the internal energy or heat balance equation.

Here,

2 = nm <^~2~ v'> (2-6)

is the heat flux and

Q = ƒ ^ — C dv (2-7)

is the heat generated as a consequence of collisions.

For particles of species j, Rj = liRji» where lïji is the change of mo-

mentum due to collisions with particles of species i. The heat gener-

ated in particles of species j is Qj = liQjj., where Qji is the contri-

bution due to collisions with particles of species i. In an electron-

ion plasma, Rg = Rei = -Rier
 an<3 Oei + Qie = "Bei ' Y.e ~ Eie * 2Ü =

-Rei • (Ve - Vi).

It is necessary to establish the relations between n, R, <j, Q

and n, V, T to be able to find the latter from the moment equations

(2-1), (2-2) and (2-5). When by kinetic methods an approximate distri-

bution function is found in terms of n, V and T, the functions n, R, <j

and Q can be calculated from (2-3), (2-4), (2-6) and (2-7). They de-

scribe the transport properties. The chain of moment equations togeth-

er with the Maxwell equations, is then closed.
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An approximate solution of the Boltzmann equation is possible when the

distribution function is close to a Maxwellian

(2-8)

The correction fj contains effects ("forces") like gradients and

electric fields, that make the distribution function deviate from a

Maxwellian. Linearizing in f1, the functions n, R, 3 and Q are pro-

portional to the forces that produce the deviations from equilibrium

and the coefficients of proportionality are the transport coeffi-

cients. The distribution function can only be close to a Maxwellian

when all forces are weak, in particular, all quantities must vary

slowly in space and time as compared with collisional processes. This

can be expressed by

(ft)"' " T » x c , V-1 ~ L » X m f p , (2-9)

where T C is the characteristic collision time, Xmfp is the mean

free path, L is a characteristic scale length and x is a characteris-

tic time over which all quantities change.

For a high temperature plasma immersed in a strong magnetic field,

ncjTcj *-s larqe for electrons as well as for ions. Here, flcj are the

gyrofrequencies and T CJ are the collision times for 90°-scattering,

3 n > 2^_ T 3 ̂ / 2 T3/2

T° e = 4 (2*)* e"n*nA ' 'ci = 4 T 5"

where *nA is the Coulomb logarithm and Zj = 1 has been taken. The

product n c eT c e is considerably larger than sciTci because « c e T c e =

(mi/me)^ flci
Tci* Since 8 cx c = P'^mfp' ^e inequality ftcxc » 1 im-

plies that the gyroradius P of a thermal particle is small compared to

its mean free path *mfp» Hence, the motion of the particles across

the magnetic field is not bounded by * f D but by the gyroradius p and
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the second inequality in (2-9) has to be replaced by L|( » X and

L. » P, where Vx ~ LJ
1 and V( ~ L"

1. The indices » and 1 denote the

components parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field, respec-

tively.

Braginsky (1965) calculated the transport coefficients by using

the collision term in the Landau form in which the effect of the mag-

netic field on the dynamics of a collision is neglected. This is jus-

tified when the gyroradius is larger than the Debye length.

In the following we will list the expressions for the transport coef-

ficients for a two-component ion-electron plasma as calculated by

Braginsky for large B T . We will deal with R, 3, Q and n successive-

ly. We will neglect the perpendicular component of R because it gives

rise to a contribution that is o[(öcetce) ]. For the same reason

we will neglect the radial components of <je and cji because they lead

to terms o[ (nceTce)"
2] and ö[(ftciTci)~ ], respectively.

The momentum transfer of the ions to the electrons is

£e = -Si = en ^ - «Tnb7flTe , (2-11)

where the first term is the friction force along the field lines and

is related to the relative velocity u^ = -j||/(en) = V ( - V. ( of the

electrons and the ions, j^ is the parallel current density,

On = ne2x /(m a ) is the Spitzer conductivity in the parallel direc-

tion and otu = 0.51. The second term in (2-11) is the thermal force

that depends on the temperature gradient of the electrons and wherein

a„ = 0.71 is the thermoelectric coefficient, b = B/B and V = b_ • V.

The heat flux of the electrons is

^ = «TnTeu, - <fbV„Te + <fb x VTe , (2-12)

where the electron thermal conductivities are
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The heat flux of the ions consists only of a term that depends on the

ion temperature gradient:

Si = -KjbV(|T1 + K^b x Vi\ , (2-14)

where the ion thermal conductivities are

i 3- 9 n Ti Tci e 2* 5 n Ti
K * <2 1 5 )

The heat Q generated by collisions is proportional to

nme(Te-Ti[ )/(mitce). We assume that the characteristic times T of the

plasma motions are such that me/m^ « xce/x, so that Q can be neglect-

ed.

The viscosity tensor, written without the species index, is

4

n = I n. , (2-16)
- j=o -3

with

5O
 = ~n0=0 ' =l = " n i = 1 ' 22 = -12ÏÏ2 /

(2-17)
53 = 13^3 , 34 = HijWa .

The ion viscosity coefficients in (2-17) are

= °'96nTiTci '

n2
 .T .
Cl Cl

, 12 = 4ni ,

i °-5nT. i i
H3 = -Ö , ni = 2ri3 . (2-18)

ci
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The elements of th? tensors Wj are given in (Braginsky, 1965) in a

local Cartesian coordinate system with one of the coordinate axes

parallel to the magnetic field. These expressions can be generalized

and written in terms of a local curvilinear coordinate system

(Kardaun, 1980). The result is

% = | (b b - ̂  g) (bb-}q) : S ,

Wi = W + ^ (b b + g) (b b i »| • (Ï ' b)b - b(b • j?) ,

g2 = b(b • S) + (Ï • b)b - 2(b b) (b b : w_) ,

W3 = ^ . ( b x g - £ x b - b[b x (b • V?)] - [b x (g . b)]b) ,

and

«it = b[b x (b • B)] + [b x (y . b)]b , (2-19)

where

g = v v + (_v v ) T - -| g (̂  • V) (2-20)

is the rate of strain tensor and g is the metric tensor.

We stress that the expressions for the components of the viscosity

tensor as given by Braginsky (1965) can not be generalized to a form

that is valid in a global coordinate system. In general, the connec-

tion between the two second-rank tensors n and W involves a fourth-

rank tensor r\. In the case that the magnetic field is parallel to one

of the coordinate axes, 15 elements of Q are non-zero. Of these, 5 are

independent, which are called n^, i = 0,1,2,3,4.

In the calculation of the vector V»n, we will use a quasi-orthogonal

coordinate system. Locally, this system is based on the magnetic field

lines and it is valid in a point r_o and its neiqhbourhood lr_-rol < L

where L is an equilibrium scale lenqth and a measure for the curvature

or shear in the magnetic field lines. In the point of consideration

r o itself, the quasi-orthogonal coordinate system is orthogonal and
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the metric tensor is diagonal. The derivatives of the unit vectors are

contained in the so-called Christoffel symbols, which involve the

derivatives of the components of the metric tensor.

We will give two examples of the metric tensor .jor a quasi-

orthogonal coordinate system (Kardaun, 1980). For the case of

straight, but sheared magnetic field lines, equivalent to the plane

slab approximation of Section II.1 of Chapter 1, the coordinate trans-

formation is

(2-21)

x1

x2

x3

=

1

0

0

0

1

X
Ls

0

- X
Ls
1

where B_ = (o, By = B z ox/L s, B z o) is the magnetic field and

L s = [d(By/Bzo)/dx]~ is the shear lenqth (see Fiq. 1 of Chapter 1).

One set of coordinate lines is par.-.Ilel to the maqnetlc field (x

varies, x1 and x2 are constant). The metric tensor of this transforma-

tion is

1

z
L

2_
L.

_ II
T 2

_ 11
r2

(2-22)

In the neighbourhood of the point of consideration, where

y/Ls, z/Ls « 1 , the off-diagonal elements can be neglected. Upon

differentiating, it becomes clear that the system is not orthogonal.

For example, when we differentiate (2-22) to z, we get

3z

0 - 1

- 1 p-

0

y (2-23)
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and the off-diagonal elements are not negligible compared to the

diagonal elements.

In general, the corrections to the diagonal elements of the

metric tensor g of the quasi-orthogonal coordinate system are second-

order small in Lg and the corrections to g13, where i*j, may be

first-order small in tg1. Therefore, the derivatives of the diagonal

components are negligible, while the derivatives of the off-diagonal

terms must be retained.

The second example is the metric tensor for a toroidal geometry with

sheared magnetic field lines. We use the toroidal coordinates (r,9,e),

where r is the distance to the magnetic axis, 8 is the poloidal angle

and ? is the toroidal angle. We introduce the coordinates

x1 = r

x* = f(r,9,C) = ? - q(r)9

„3 .

(2-24)

iwhere q{c) is the safety factor, x is constant along a magnetic field

line and g(r,9,C) must be adjusted in such a way that the coordinate

system is quasi-orthogonal. Upon choosing r~2fQge + R~
2f?g5 = 0, so

that for example, gQ = (r/R)
2, g? = q{r) = - fg/f^» and g(r,9,e) =

(r/R) 9 + q(r)C, the conditions for quasi-orthogonality are

fr « [(fe/r) and gr « [(g9/r)

These conditions can be written as 8 « s"1 and e <S (r/R)s-1, where

s = (r/q)dq/dr is the shear parameter. In the neighbourhood of the

radial line (9 = 9O; ? = co; r varies), we can choose the quasi-

orthogonal coordinate system to be

9Q+9, - q(r)6

(2-25)

x3(r, 6o+9, = (r/Rre

Then, the metric tensor is
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-q.

ff e + V

(̂ | e + qrc)

ï2 r2 q2

R ' ~L~ L D z L "-R* "*•" P 1 * TJ2

i x rv rs. rv J\

(2-26)

This metric tensor can be used to calculate the Christoffel symbols

and the covariant derivatives in the point (r, 8 O, so) by taking

the limit 6 + 0, c + 0 after differentiation. The metric tensor (2-26)

of the quasi-orthogonal toroidal coordinate system has the same gener-

al properties as discussed above for the tensor (2-22) in the plane

slab model.

The viscosity tensor consists of a collisional part, It + Hi +
=o =

JJ2, and a magnetic part, n3 +111,. For the larqe values of il T and

cici we consider, the latter part does not depend on the

collisionality and gives rise to finite gyroradius corrections. The

electron collisional viscosity terms n l e and n 2 e can be neglected

because their coefficients n? and nf are a factor n2. T ./(Si2 r ) -
a. ex ce ce

/? i i
' smaller than nt and r\2. The viscosity terms that lead

to electron gyroradius corrections can also be neglected. We retain

the part ÏÏQCI!! = 0.73nT T ) of the electron collisional viscosity and

the leading order contribution from niffrif = nTe/S2ce). Analogous to

the ion case, the latter contribution causes a cancellation of the

contribution of the magnetization current to the left-hand side of the

parallel component of the momentum equation (2-2).

Within this framework the perturbed densities and velocities

can directly be obtained from the linearized transport equations

(2-1), (2-2) and (2-5). This will be done in the next Section.
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TI. WAVE EQUATIONS

In this Section, we linearize the Braginsky two-fluid equations

which are given in Section I. We take as the basic small parameter

& =p^/L, where pj is the gyroradius of a thermal ion and L is the

characteristic equilibrium scale length of the plasma. The following

quantities are also assumed to be of order 6:

X. , X

5T7 ' x,,' a .x . ' L (J 1}

C l II C l C l

Here, to is the frequency of the perturbations, Uci is the ion gyro-

frequency, Xĵ  and X| are the characteristic wavelenqths perpendic-

ular and parallel to the magnetic field, respectively, and tci is

the ion collision time. Equation (3-1) implies that P±/^x = 0(6°) and

Xu/L = 0(6°). The ordering (3-1) is equivalent to the gyrokinetic

ordering (4-2) of Chapter 1 for modes with long parallel wavelengths.

Since the perpendicular wavelengths are short compared to equilibrium

scale lengths, we describe the perpendicular propagation by qeometric

optics. Hence, the gradient operator can be written as V + Vo, where

V = ik. acts on perturbed quantities on the length scale of the ion

qyroradius, while V describes the variations on the length scale asso-

ciated with the equilibrium quantities. Upon linearizing the Braginsky

equations we will retain terms of first order in 6 and neglect higher-

order terms. We consider perturbations of the equilibrium, (3-16) of

Chapter 1, with a time dependence exp(-i<Dt). We use the expressions

(4-4) of Chapter 1 for the perturbed electromagnetic fields in terms

of the scalar potential ? and the vector potential A.. The potentials

are ordered according to ? ~ 6°(vtn/c)A, so that the electric and

magnetic force on a thermal particle are of the same order of magni-

tude. Further it follows that the perturbed electric field is mainly

electrostatic, i.e. E^ = -V <j> + 0 ( 6 ) , and that E. = -?„$ - 1/c 3A../3t
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is O(fi). Here we used the definition V( = b«V, with b = B/B, of the

gradient operator parallel to the equilibrium magnetic field.

In addition to (3-1), we adopt the suborderinq b. = "^P? 7
O « 1 and

finite ion gyroradius corrections will be retained to first order in

b^. We will neglect finite electron gyroradius corrections because

be = ~*peVo = °(V mi ) bi'
The modes of interest have phase velocities along the field lines that

are large compared to the ion thermal velocity, and only terms of

first order in the small quantity (v^v,;/®)2*?^ will be retained.

The perpendicular equilibrium velocity for each species is ob-

tained from the momentum balance equation (2-2). The result is identi-

cal to (3-13) of Chapter 1,

The first term on the right-hand side of (3-2) can be written as

T

where

is identical to the sinqle particle drift velocity in a sliqhtly in-

homogeneous magnetic field. The particle flux associated with the

second (magnetization) term in (3-3) is divergence free. The equilib-

rium velocity (3-2) is of order 6 compared to the thermal velocity. In

linearizing the equations, we will neqlect second derivatives and pro-

ducts of first derivatives of equilibrium quantities, since these lead

to terms of order 6Z.
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In the parallel component of Ampere's law, b»V x B = -4ïïenu|/c, the

right-hand side is mainly an electron contribution because V.( « V (l

so that u( ~ V&i. We see that uB/vtlle ~ (Pj/L,, H n ^ / m ^ P "
1 , where L,

is the equilibrium scale length parallel to the magnetic field and

B = 4irn T /B . Although u|/v
tv, is of the order 6, it may be large on

this scale due to the possible smallness of Be. Therefore, we will

retain the leading order contributions of Ven and its radial

gradient in the equations.

We assume that the equilibrium density, temperature and potential are

constant on a magnetic surface. Hence, jj'Vn = b'VT = J3*V<j> = 0 and

Vn,VT and E_. are parallel.

We define the diamagnetic drift frequencies

where r\ = (dfcnT/dr)/(d£nn/dr) and r is the coordinate in the direction

of the inhomogeneities, the electric drift frequency

«E = i£ b x V*.Vo , (3-6)

and the magnetic drift frequency

WDt " -1 V o
 = ÏS; Ê - (|S + b.Vb).VQ . (3-7)

Note the equivalence of (3-5) and (3-7) with (4-10) and (4-11) of

Chapter 1. The difference between u of (4-11) of Chapter 1 and

<u of (3-7) is that <o depends on the microscopic velocity

components, while m^. holds for a thermal particle. Prom the equi-

librium equation (3-16) of Chapter 1 it follows that w can be

(1 ) 1 (21written as to = u^ - _ u* ', where
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° D mn B2 ~ p °

The ratios of the frequencies u „ _ and o> to the ion gyrofrequency

are all of the same order in &, u/n . ~ u # T o^ci ~ ^
pi^ll^'2 klpi"

The inclusion of w in the theory is often referred to as a finite

gyroradius effect. In MHD, the ordering of k̂  and p^ is

= 0(6), so that (o^T D/« c i become 0(&
2).

The linearized particle balance (2-1) is

(•|JT + V'V) n + V • (nv) = 0 . (3-9)

Using the expressions (3-2) and (3-3) for the perpendicular equilib-

rium velocity and the definitions (3-6) and (3-7) of the frequencies

w„ and w_. , it can be written as
o Ut

~ , Pb „
—i(ta—io —o) +iv *V) n — -— V x — « v n

E Dt —It mn fi o
c

, v n ,
+ v^'Vn + nV»v. + B«V(n 5—J = 0 . (3-10)

The linearized momentum balance (2-2) is

-cfe + v.v) ; = =
p

+ Z e ( | + ^ V x B + l v x j s ) + o(=)~ , (3-11

where R = Re is the momentum transfer of the ions to the electrons,

a = +1 for electrons and a = -1 for ions, and

ce ce e
3 ^ u „ . (3-12,

e
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We have used that (b«VT ) = b«VT + b«VT with b = B./B, and that
— Q — g — Q — ——J.

m /T is proportional to n /T a / . In (3-12) we approximated (u,) by

ufllD. The remaining part u^b + u/b b gives a contribution which is of

the order (ftCe
Tce)~1«

The component of (3-11) parallel to the magnetic field is

Ze(E|(+ 1 V-B

ce n e

The perpendicular perturbed velocity is obtained by operatinq with &*

on (3-11):

„ cE_xb b_x7 p B. Bj

-1 = B ~
 + n m n + v« B -i i~

c

+ °c 3t + Z' - + V n X V'S " n VP ' (3 4)

where we have neglected the contribution due to the resistive perpen-

dicular force, because it leads to terms of order {ücetce)~
1.

The linearized heat balance (2-5) is

|- [j^- + V«VT + Vj^VT) + TV«v + | (^ V « ^ x VT)~ = X , (3-15)
c

where

x\ = 0 (3-16a)

and ^ ^

B B 2

nu.. + n u „ nu „ B.

' B
 e ») + 7.(_ti)} . (3-16b)
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We neglected the parallel ion heat conductivity term in (3-16a) be-

cause it is O(T.T ./(m.ui)V^) compared with the first term in (3-15)

and thus negligible because we assumed that T^/(m^w2)V2 « 1. We also

neglected the heating (n«VV/n)~ in (3-14) due to the viscosity, be-

cause it leads to contributions that are 0(6 Z).

Equation (3-15) can be written as

v 1 pb V T

B,

B2

From (3-10), (3-13), (3-14) and (3-17) we will extract expres-

sions for the perturbed densities n., perturbed temperatures T. and

perturbed velocities v.^ and v.B in terms of the perturbed potentials

<j) and A.

In the linearized particle balance (3-10) and the linearized heat

balance (3-17), the perpendicular perturbed velocity occurs in the ex-

pressions V»Vj_ and v^'V{n,T). In the latter expressions, the perpen-

dicular perturbed velocity ^ is needed only to zero order in 6, while

it is needed to first order in S in V'v^. In expression (3-14) for the

perpendicular perturbed velocity, we need (£2 mnJ^bxV'II and hence we

need V«[(8 mn)"1bxV«|] in ''y^. It will be shown that the maqnetic

viscosity leads to finite gyroradius corrections to the expression for

the perpendicular perturbed velocity.

To zero order in 8 and b = -^P2V2 we find from (3-14)
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It follows that 7O*2.[
O) = °' so that v\Zi =

From (3-18) we obtain

VQ.(b x v
(o)) = ftcb(^M + E) , (3-19)

which is needed in the viscosity contributions, and from (3-19) we ob-

tain to leading order

V*iT Ü X (fe + *"£ " [lt + ™ O W T * + |) , (3-20)

which is needed in '*V|_•

A substitution of (3-18) in (3-14) yields

cExb
B

-&
+

n mnc

^ ' o
ncmn

! • ' .

b x

- +

(v. g(v

^X
B

(o)

+

) -

TT _ „

ÏL B

^ n "

n Vp^ •
(3-21)

Since the viscosity is a small correction, only the lowest order ve-

locity is needed, n = n(v ( o )), where v(o' = v|o) + v(b.

The divergence of the perpendicular perturbed velocity is

V»v
Bfl

B

n
? n

Ze<|>
t

T

1

P

P

b x

V

~l B

V.g(v (o ))
!2 mn

It will be seen that the viscosity gives contributions that are 0(b.)

and o(b.(UT .) )• Upon substituting the lowest order velocities,

(3-18), in the perpendicular component of Ampere's equation,

£ +lii)t we see that BB/B gives contributions that are

0(B = 8unT/B2). Therefore, the leading order contribution in (3-22) is

i[wDt(Ze<t>/T + p/p) + «)*T/T - uTn/n].
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In the limit u . ./"*• < 1, the leading order contributions to the per-

turbed ion density and temperature are n./n = -<n*./«)(e?/T.) and

T./T. - -u„./u>(e$/T.). Hence, cancellations occur in the term men-

tioned above for the ions when &>_. ./u>*i < 1.

First we discuss the contributions of the viscosity. As has

been discussed in Section I, we use a local quasi-orthogonal coordi-

nate system in the calculation of the vector V»II. This has a direct

consequence for the calculation of the Christoffel symbols, which re-

present the derivatives of the unit vectors. In the terms of order 6

in the components of V• Jl that we want to retain, only derivatives of

the unit vectors in the form Vxb, V«b and b«Vb do appear. Derivatives

of the other two unit vectors appear in terms of higher order in 6,

which we neglect. Effectively, we neglect h*Vb and V«fc>, and retain

Vxb, because the derivatives of the diaqonal components of the metric

tensor are negligible, while the derivatives of the off-diagonal terms

must be retained.

After a lot of algebra it can be seen that the terms which contribute

to the parallel linearized ion momentum balance (3-13) are:

| c.v2v.u) , <3-23a)

n u = O , <3-23b)

b. „
1.2nm. 7^7 vi( , (3-23c)

ci

0 , (3-23d)

F T vi|{vo*^iO)H + (v x !TT
ci ci

( 3" 2 3 e )

The expressions for the collisional viscosity are only valid when

u> < ( T . ) - 1 . For the waves that we are interested in, T./(m. ">2 )V2 « 1

applies. Therefore, T.t ./(m.w)V2 is even smaller and the contribution
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of noi is negligible compared to the inertia term. Upon using

(3-19), we see that the first term in (3-23e) qives rise to finite ion

gyroradius corrections. The second term in (3-23e) cancels the

contribution of the maqnetization current in the left-hand side of

(3-13) for ions.

For the electrons, all contributions of the parallel viscosity leading

to finite electron gyroradius corrections will be neglected. The only

terms that are left are

o e e c ev2v e l |) , (3-24a)

and

b'V«n4e = (7 x ^ ) • Vove|) . (3-24b)

ce

The parallel electron viscosity term (3-24a) is larqer than the

inertia term in the parallel electron impulse balance (3-13) for iso-

thermal electrons, for which T T
c e/(

T n
e
l l ))'|| > 1- However, the term

(3-24a) is negligibly small compared to the resistive term m nv ,/T
e e H ce

in (3-13), because *_fD « I>j[« The inertia term is a small correction

because (tee) 5> w. Hence, we neglect both the parallel viscosity

and the intertia term in the parallel electron impulse balance. The

term (3-24b) cancels the contribution of the maqnetization current in

the left-hand side of (3-13) for electrons.

We need an expression for (B mn) JDXV'J in the perpendicular

perturbed velocity (3-21). The divergence V«[(n mn)~1bxV»n] is neededr1

in V«vx« The contributions of the different parts of the viscosity

tensor to bxV«n are

(3-25a)

(3-25b)

bxVÏT2 = -T)2V (b*V v ) , (3-25C)
~ = II ~ O II
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\ ~t \ „ . H l »

O"^J- O ~~ 4 ~~

(3-25d)

:{O)) . (3-25e)

The terms in the perpendicular ion viscosity that contribute to the

divergence of the perpendicular perturbed ion velocity (3-22) are

bxV«n n_ v.
( 3~ 2 6 a )

Ze*

2)f(3.26d)

hri?H B

where we used (3-19) for V «(bxv<°)). We will neglect the contribution

of II , (3-26a), because it is o(b^t»T .) compared to the first term in

the linearized ion particle balance (3-10) and in the linearized ion

heat balance (3-17). The contribution of JI2 will be neglected because

it is 0(b6z) compared to the term with the parallel velocity in the

particle and heat balances. Because the electron viscosity terms cor-

responding to both (3-25a-e) and (3-26a-e) are all negligibly small,

the viscosity has no effect on the perpendicular electron motion.

In the following we will rewrite the equations for the densi-

ties (3-10), perpendicular velocities (3-21), parallel velocities

(3-13) and temperatures (3-17) of both electrons and ions, using the

expressions for the viscosity contributions that are given in (3-23) -

(3-26). Up to now, u appeared in combination with u as (u-w ). Hence,

the equilibrium perpendicular electric field causes a Doppler shift in
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the frequency and we will write ai instead of (io-a>E).

The particle balance (3-10) for the electrons becomes

r. «Dte, % ru*e " W e* . uDte ¥e
t1 ü—i F" = L~5 T > T~ + ~5 T

6 6 6

V „

We have assumed that ^jV „/to, I»|,~
1Ve||/iD « 1 , so that the last term in

(3-27) is the only one with V a that is not immediately neqliqible.

For the electrons we neglect the finite qyroradius corrections in the

perpendicular perturbed velocity, and from (3-21) we obtain to lowest

order in 6

2.1 V + ir^n" Ü x Ve + Vell ¥ ' (3"28)

Upon neglecting the parallel viscosity and the inertia term compared

with the resistive term, the parallel momentum balance (3-13) for the

electrons becomes cj

ioe „ iT n T_ e<b
V.

UTce e" "e"1 ' n " -e "e

The heat balance equation (3-17) for the electrons becomes

,, 7 wDte 2 . K* „2, Te 2 uDte ne +J
uTe 2 " W , e*

i' " 3 ~5 1 x ïm vll' T̂  1 IB ~ +1~5 1 ~w ' T~
e e

Z %s, ̂ i . 2_ e _e ^Te „ ~
2 to ; B 3 II n c T e a) II "ll

where small terms with V , have been neqlected, like we did in (3-27).

The particle balance (3-10) for the ions becomes
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"rij. !2ti) + b[i . I !oil + ! D Ü + "rij + o.sibij >4
Cl

^ i u*i + . r , + 3 "üV 4i

T .
Cl

20.31b2, e?
UT . f T.

Cl 1

. ' T.
Cl 1

H
For the ions, the finite qyroradius contributions in the perpendicular

perturbed velocity are due to bxV*!^, given by (3-25d). To lowest

order in 6 and to first order in b, we obtain I

i
r

(3-32)

The parallel momentum balance (3-13) for the ions becomes

1.2b, ~
+ ]

(UT .
ci

i e

m. c

(3-33)

where we have neglected v.( in the friction term, because v » v. .
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The heat balance equation (3-17) for the ions becomes

7 uDti 2 . r . . U*i 3 UTi . 3 4V tt£i' i . 0.21b2, 5 i
1 ~5 g- t>L- i + — - J — + 2 to " ut J

 (OT . J T 7
C l 1

2 . r . .
3 l ~361 3 l 2« 4 «i 2 ai u J

t u Ti _, 2 ""Dti ^ 2 . r , L
 W*i 3 UTi _,_ 3 "p i uDi i 0 .2 ib 2 i e*

2io 4 u 2 6i ai J 6iT . J T .
Cl 1

f .7(Iii).(3-34)

Together with the Maxwell Equations (4-18) and (4-19) of

Chapter 1, the plasma equations given in (3-27) - (3-34) constitute a

closed set of equations describing low-frequency waves in the strongly

collisional regime of a fully ionized two-component plasma.
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III. DISCUSSION

In Sections I and II, we used the Braginsky equations as our

basic set of equations for the collision-dominated, completely ionized

electron-ion plasma. Various authors have extended Braginsky1s two-

fluid equations. In this Section, we discuss some of these develop-

ments.

In a series of papers, Mikhailovsky and Tsypin (1971, 1982, 1984) dis-

cuss the relationship between the viscosity tensor and the derivatives

of the thermal flux. The heat flux perpendicular to the maqnetic

field, which is proportional to the temperature gradient, gives addi-

tional contributions to the viscosity tensor. The qradient of the heat

flux appears in the rate of strain tensor,

= VV+(VV)T- (2-20a)

where g_ is the part of g or g., which is proportional to the qra-

dient of the temperature. In the linearized equations, these additions

are not important for the electrons, because the electron viscosity is

small itself and because T e = 0 in the case that the electrons are

isothermal. The additions of (2-20a) lead to small corrections to the

linearized ion equations that are proportional to b.T., where b. is

the finite ion gyroradius parameter and Tj is approximately propor-

tional to the gradient of the ion temperature. These corrections are

not important for the electron drift wave.

Nemov (1970) calculated additional terms in the ion heat fluxes and

the ion viscosity tensor which are due to the inhomoqeneity of the

magnetic field. However, the additions appear in terms that do not

play a role in the dynamics of drift-type waves, like the ion heat

flux along the field lines.

The Braginsky equations, in particular the parallel electron equation

of motion, are only valid in the case that the electrons are
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isothermal, i.e. when the temperature perturbations along the field

lines are small. Hassara (1980) calculated additional terms that may be

important when the electrons behave adiabatically. One of these terms

is an additional force along the field lines on the electron fluid,

which is proportional to the time derivative of the thermal force. The

corrections are of the order w/vc, where u is the frequency of the

oscillations and vc is the electron collision frequency. We will not

list Hassam's corrections because, in our applications, we only con-

sider the case that the electrons are isothermal.

Several authors have applied the Braqinsky equations to

problems of wave stability in a plasma. A rather extensive treatment

may be found in the paper by Horton and Varma (1972), where a disper-

sion equation is derived for low-frequency electrostatic waves in a

plane slab plasma. In this and other papers (see, e.q., Hinton and

Horton (1971); Nishikawa et al. (1980)), the expressions for the com-

ponents of the viscosity tensor as given by Tsai et al. (1970) were

used. In fact, this latter work is based on that of Shkarofsky et al.

(1963), which is valid for a uniform, homogeneous magnetic field con-

figuration. However, these treatments do not deal with the electron

viscosity and the part of the divergence of the viscosity tensor that

is parallel to the magnetic field.
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CHAPTER

ELECTROSTATIC DRIFT MODES IN TOROIDAL GEOMETRY;

THE STRONGLY COLLISIONAL REGIME

ABSTRACT

Toroidicity-induced drift modes are investigated in the strongly colli-

sional regime. Ion magnetic drift resonant effects are fully retained,

also in the ion sound contribution. The lowest even mode becomes unstable

due to the electron-ion collisions. We take into account the perpendic-

ular viscosity (ion-ion collisions) in the perturbed ion density, which

is calculated from the fluid equations. The result is that for increas-

ing k̂  p., the growth rate exhibits a maximum instead of increasing with-

out bound. It is shown that the ion perpendicular viscosity is more im-

portant than the effect on the ion response of the friction between the

ions and the electrons.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As has been discussed in Chapter 1, the electrostatic drift

wave in plane slab geometry is damped due to shear in the magnetic

field lines. Also/ when dissipative effects are taken into account,

this plane slab mode does not exhibit growth. In toroidal geometry, a

branch of the drift modes exists for which the shear damping can be

suppressed by the curvature in the magnetic field lines, when the cur-

vature is large enough, the mode is marginally stable and will be de-

stabilized by dissipative effects. This is discussed in Chapter 2 for

the collisionless regime. In this Chapter we will consider the elec-

trostatic drift wave in the strongly collisional regime.

It was suggested by Chen et al. (1979) (see also Guzdar et al.

(1978)), that the mode can also become unstable in the collisional

regime. This was shown by Chen et al. (1980) by using an approximate

dispersion equation, in which the ion magnetic drift frequency was

taken to be much smaller than the frequency of the mode. In the com-

ment by Marchand and Guzdar (1982) on this paper, the electron magnet-

ic drift frequency was taken into account and in the reply by Cheng et

al. (1982), the effect of ion-electron collisions was considered.

However, in both these papers it was still assumed that the ion maq-

netic drift frequency is much smaller than the frequency of the mode.

Actually, the mode frequencies become so low that this is not valid

and the full ion magnetic drift resonances have to be taken into

account.

In Chapter 2 we investigated the influence of these resonances on the

mode in the weakly collisional regime. It appeared that the resonances

have a large influence on the localization of the eigenfunction, so

that our results differ appreciably from those reported in the litera-

ture (see, e.g., Hesketh (1981) and Chenq and Tsang (1981)), where the
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ion magnetic drift resonances were not treated correctly in the ion-

sound contribution.

The purpose of this work is the investigation of the influence

of these resonances in the strongly collisional regime. The growth

rates that we will find are smaller than those reported in the papers

mentioned above. It will be shown thatr when the ratio between the ion

gyroradius pj and the perpendicular wavelength X^ is increased,

the real part of the frequency becomes smaller than the drift frequen-

cy. When the difference between these frequencies grows, the growth

rate rises. However, when the ion perpendicular viscosity is taken

into account, the growth rate does not acquire large values and ex-

hibits a maximum as a function of Pf/A^.

This Chapter is organized as follows. In Section II we derive

the dispersion equation for the electrostatic drift wave in the

strongly collisional regime of the toroidal plasma. We use the bal-

looning representation in which the equation is a fourth-order differ-

ential equation in the extended poloidal variable. The electrons are

described by the collisional Braginsky equations. We consider the fre-

quency range vc^ < w < v c e, where vci,e
 a r e t h e i o n a n d electron

collision frequencies, respectively, and w is the wave frequency. Then

the ions can be considered to be collisionless, so that the ion re-

sponse calculated in Chapter 2 is applicable. The eigenmode is analys-

ed numerically usinq a shooting method. The effect of ion-ion colli-

sions (perpendicular ion viscosity) will be discussed in Section III,

where we consider lower temperatures, so that the ion collision fre-

quency is larger than ID. The ion response is calculated from the

Braginsky equations. This response is compared with the response cal-

culated from the gyrokinetic equations in Section IV. Finally, the

conclusions are given in Section V.
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II. COLLISIONAL FLUID ELECTRON RESPONSE AND COLLISIONLESS VLASOV

ION RESPONSE

We consider an axisymmetric toroidal configuration with the

same properties as described at the beginning of Section II of Chapter

2. The magnetic surfaces are assumed to have concentric, circular

cross-sections. The electrostatic modes that we consider have high

toroidal mode numbers, so that the ballooning transformation may be

used (see Eqs. (1) and (2) of Chapter 2 and the explanation there-

after).

The electrons have to be described bv collisional fluid equations

when v » w and *mfn * *«• Here, *n is the wavelength parallel

to the magnetic field and A mf p = vtj)/vc is the mean free path of

a thermal particle with v^. = 2T/m. The mean free path is of the same

order of magnitude for electrons and ions. An ion sees many oscilla-

tions of the mode before it experiences a collision, because v . < u>.

The collisional plasma equations that we shall use are valid when

Ji . T . 3> 1, where ft • = Z.eB/(m.c) is the qyrofrequency and T • is the
C] Cj Cj J J Cj

collision time of the j-th particle species. This implies that the

mean free path is much larger than the gyroradius.

The wavelength perpendicular to the maqnetic field is much smaller

than the radial equilibrium scale length of the plasma and is of the

order of the gyroradius of a thermal ion. The parallel wavelength is

of the order of the connection length.

In the strongly collisional regime, the collision frequency is larger

than the transit frequency of a thermal electron, v > 3 => v.K /qR,
where q is the safety factor and R is the large radius of the torus,

so that no trapped electrons do exist.

For the waves that we consider, u <K v?. /(v *j[)j so that the elec-

trons are isothermal. Then, the collisional electron fluid equations
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with the transport coefficients as calculated by Braqinsky (1965) can

be used. We consider phase velocities of the waves along the field

lines that are much larger than the ion thermal velocity. In the

regime where the ions can be considered to be collisionless, this

implies that the waves are not ion Landau damped. For simplicity, we

neglect all temperature gradients. We will also neglect the parallel

equilibrium current, because this current must be substantially in

excess of that present in most tokamaks to have influence (see, e.g.

De Vore (1981)).

We have listed the linearized Braginsky two-fluid equations in

Chapter 3. With the above-mentioned approximations, the electrostatic

limit of the particle balance for the electrons (see Eq. (3-27) of

Chapter 3) is

, Dte, "e . * e Dte, e? _i
(1- IS J n = l u - u J T e - < D v« ve» >

while the parallel momentum balance for the electrons (see Eq. (3-29)

of Chapter 3) is

«T c e
 ve» " mew I '•n T

e
v
ie

 U)T
Ce

All definitions of the quantities appearing in (1) and (2) can be

found in Chapters 2 and 3. For clearness, we recall that <»nte * s t n e

magnetic drift frequency of a thermal electron, io#e is the elec-

tron diamagnetic drift frequency, 4> is the electrostatic potential,

T c e is the electron collision time and au = 0.51 is the coeffi-

cient in the Spitzer resistivity. Electron inertia is neqlected in (2)

because v c » u, where we have defined the collision frequency
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Equation (2) is a form of Ohm's law. It connects the parallel current

jL = -en(v - v_-.) with the electrostatic potential <|>. In the follow-

ing we will neglect v. B in (2), because v - > v.B. The validity of

this approximation will be discussed in Section IV.

We will use the ballooning representation. We recall from Section V of

Chapter 1 that, in this representation, the parallel gradient operator

is V, = -1/(qR)3/38, where ê is the extended poloidal variable defined

on the interval -« < 6 < •».

We combine (1) and (2) into the following equation,

where we have defined 92 = T /(m v as q 2R 2) and the hats on the per-

turbed quantities indicate that we are working in the ballooning re-

presentation.

2 2 *9

The electron drift waves are obtained when 8 d /d9 » 1. This implies

that, to a first approximation, the electrons may be taken to be iso-

thermal (Te = 0 ) . When the magnetic surfaces have concentric, cir-

cular cross-sections, the electron magnetic drift frequency can be

written as

= 2en(o^e (cose + s 6 sin 6) , (4)

where en = Ln/R is a measure for the curvature of the magnetic

field lines, Ln = jdJtn n /dr|-1 and s = (r/q)dq/dr is the shear

parameter.

To leading order in 6~z, we obtain the adiabatic response of the

electrons, n /n = e$/T . In the collisionless regime, the response is
A A A A A A

n /n = e<j>/T +N(4>), where N{ <J>) is the non-adiabatic response of trapped

and circulating electrons. In Chapter 2, we saw that N(J) contains the

Landau resonances of the electrons. In the collisional reqime, the
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resonances are replaced by the effects due to electron-ion collisions.

The collisionless ion response nj, including the full ion magnetic

drift resonances, is calculated using the gyrokinetic formalism and is

given by Eq. (7) of Chapter 2.

In the electrostatic approximation, the only Maxwell equation that we

need is Poisson's equation. Since the Debye length is much smaller

than the gyroradius of a thermal ion, we can take the plasma perturba-

tions to be quasi-neutral n = ni. Upon substituting the expression

for n- = n in (3), we find the following dispersion equation

d2 ifd . d , „- (6 r-2-)2- a d2 2 i 5

es

where T = T /T. , 5 = o>/(2u)_. . ), u_ . = ~«»_. / T , Z is the plasma dis-

persion function, r = Tfb) = i (b)exp(-b), I being a modified

Bessel function, b = b(1+szê2), b = k^T./(m.flL), e2 = T /(m.w2q2R2)

and v = m v /(m.«^). The definitions of Ao , Ai anri A2 can be found in

Chapter 2. The ion sound term is only retained in the largest term of

(3), -ie2.d2/dê2(ni/n-e*/Te). The validity of this approximation will

be discussed in Section IV. Equation (5) can be compared with Eq. (15)

of Chapter 2. when v = 0 is taken in (5), the resulting second-order

differential equation is identical to Eq. (15) of Chapter 2 with the

non-adiabatic response of the electrons N = 0.

In the limit u
D t 4 / u « 1/ the resonant denominators in (5) may

be expanded. Then, the corrections due to U )
D t j /

( > ) in the ion sound con-

tribution can be neglected (Ao + 1), while the correction from CZ(5)

can be retained to first order in ""ntj/" (CZ(C) •* -1 - u> ./<"). In the

limit b « 1, the function ro(b) + 1. Further, when we take the elec-

tron temperature to be much larger than the ion temperature ( T » 1),
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and when we neglect products of small quantities, (5) becomes

+ i^- (Tb + — ^ H = O , (6)

s

where f(9) = cos 9 + s 9 sin 9. The first contribution which contains

f(9) is due to uDt-r while the last term is due to
 u

Dte« Except for

this latter contribution, (6) is eauivalent to Eq. (10) of Chen et

al. (1980). Equation (6) is analogous to Eq. (20) of Chapter 2 in the

limit b « 1 and T » 1, in the sense that the non-adiabatic response of

the electrons N in Eq. (20) of Chapter 2 is replaced by the collision-

al effects in (6).

However, in Chapter 2, we saw that the ion maqnetic drift resonances

play a major role, not only in the term ?Z(5), but also in the ion

sound term. Therefore, we will investigate (5).

The structure of the eigenmode equation (5) is that of a

fourth-order differential equation in the extended poloidal variable

ê. All coefficients in the equation are even or odd in B, so that the

solutions can be chosen to be even or odd. We shall investigate the

lowest even eigenmode of the curvature-induced branch of eiqenmodes of

(5), because it is least damped when the effect of dissipation is

neglected.

The boundary condition in 9 = 0 is 3$/39 = 0. The boundary condition

for larqe 6 is the WKB-condition aJ/39 = ±ikj, where k is calculated

by solving the equation that results after substitution of

<t> = exp(±i ƒ kd9') in the dispersion equation (5). We choose that pair

of solutions k, which, in the limit v + 0, is identical to the solu-

tion for the second order differential equation that results from (5)

by taking v = 0. The sign is chosen such that the wave energy is

convected away from 9 = 0 . The complex fourth-order differential
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eigenmode equation (5) is solved numerically by rewriting it as a

coupled set of eight real first-order differential equations, which

are integrated by a shooting method. As a starting value for the

eigenfrequency to we take the solution of the second-order differential

equation that results upon taking v = 0 in (5). The method to find

this frequency is described in Chapter 2.

In Fig. 1, the normalized eigenfrequency fi = w/u>*e of (5) is

plotted versus v for b = 0 . 0 4 , s = q = T = 1 and en = 0.1. The

figure shows that the mode is destabilized by electron-ion collisions.

The real part of n is practically insensitive to v, but the imaginary

part increases with increasing v. The results have no physical meaning

for very small v. Then, the condition vc/w » 1 is not fulfilled. For

larger v, when v/n ~ 0(1), the effect of electron-ion and ion-ion col-

lisions on the ion motion should be taken into account. The ion-elec-

tron collisions were considered by Cheng et al. (1982), usinq a treat-

ment in which the ion magnetic drift resonances are not taken into ac-

count. From their paper it can be inferred that the influence of these

collisions on the growth rate is only noticeable for v > 0.1. However,

even for smaller values of v, the ion collision frequency is already

much larger than the mode frequency, so that the ion-ion collisions

must be taken into account. This will be done in the next Section.
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Fig. 1. The eigenfr,eguency a of (5) as a function of v for
b = 0.04, s = q = T = 1 and en = 0.1. ïhe broken
curve represents ImSi when ion-ion collisions are
taken into account (see Section III).
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A typical eigenfunction <j>(6) is shown in Fig. 2 for v = 0.02. The

mode is localized in the interval 9€(-nrir), and it vanishes before it

reaches the resonant region where <o = w ..

3.0

Pig. 2. The eigenfunction $(6) of (5) for v = 0.02.
The same parameters as in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 3, we have plotted the eigenfrequency n = w/io* V S b for v =

0.05 at b = 0.04 (v is proportional to b ~ ^ ) . The remaining parameters

have the same values as in Fig. 1. The real part of n decreases when

b increases. This is analogous to the behaviour of Re« with b in the

collisionless regime, which was discussed in Chapter 2. Imft increases

with increasing b, and has a flat maximum near*b = 0.07. The increase

of Imn with b is largely due to the increase of (1-1/n) with b. As

Eq. (3) shows, this is the most important contribution to the resis-

tive correction of the perturbed electron density.
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Fig. 3. The eigenfrequency ü of (5)_as a function of b.
The collision parameter is v = 0.05 at b = 0.04.
The rest of the parameters is the same as in Fïg. T.
The broken curve represents Tn£i when ion-ion colli-
sions are taken into account (see Section III).
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III. THE EFFECT OF ION-ION COLLISIONS (VISCOSITY)

In the previous Section, we have considered the situation in

which the electrons are collisional while the ions are collisionless.

In this Section we will treat the case in which both electrons and

ions are in the collision-dominated regime. The ion response is ob-

tained from the linearized fluid equations as given in Chapter 3.

For simplicity, we will disregard again ion temperature gradients.

Neglecting the parallel equilibrium velocity of the electrons and

using the ballooning representation, we find from Eq. (3-33) of

Chapter 3 the perturbed parallel ion velocity in the electrostatic

limit,

n Ti J } + Q veir ( 7 )

The friction term ivvoli/n is due to ion-electron collisions. The par-

allel collisional tO'i viscosity gives rise to the term depending on

the ion collision time tci on the left-hand side.

The perturbed ion density follows from Eq. (3-31) of Chapter 3,

Cl

where o>*i = -w*e/T- The terms dependinq on T C^ arise from the perpen-

dicular collisional ion viscosity. In (8) we have neglected the finite

0 corrections that are either due to the parallel perturbed maqnetic

field or to the term of order B in the ion magnetic drift frequency.

The last term on the left of Eq. (7) represents the friction with the

electrons. This effect becomes important for rather larqe values of v

(Cheng et al. (1982)). However, for such larqe values of v, ion-ion

collisions may not be neglected and should be taken into account.
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Both collisional contributions in (7) appear in the dispersion equa-

tion as corrections to the ion sound term.

However, in most of the interval in ê the ion sound term leads to a

small contribution to the dispersion equation. The ion maqnetic drift

resonances in the ion sound term are important in that interval in 6,

where <»>Dti ^ a s *"-ne saroe sign as <D. This interval is approximately

|e| > 2.8, so that in the main part of the interval in 9 where the

mode is localized, the parallel ion collisional viscosity term in (7)

is much smaller than 1-uDti/io. Therefore we will neglect these vis-

cosity effects. On the other hand, we will retain the contribution of

the collisional ion viscosity to the density perturbation (8), which

directly influences the effective potential as seen by the mode. Al-

though this contribution to (8) is 0{hz /{<nxc^)) and rather small, its

influence in the dispersion equation is stronqly enhanced due to the

cancellation of leading-order terms in Poisson's equation.

We note that Connor et al. (1983) found the same expression for the

contribution of the ion-ion collisions in the ion-density response.

They used the qyrokinetic equation with a Fokker-Planck collision

operator, while we used the Braginsky fluid equations, including the

perpendicular ion viscosity.

From (7) and (8) we extract an expression for n-[ in terms of

the electrostatic potential <j>. Upon substituting this expression into

(3), we find the desired dispersion relation.

Upon substituting (8) into (7), we consider -(w-u>#. )e$/T. to be much

larger than i/(qR)d/d9(v.j), because the phase velocity of the waves

along the magnetic field is much larger than the ion thermal veloci-

ty. This approximation corresponds with the one that was made in

Chapter 2 to calculate the perturbed ion density n. (Eq. (7) of

Chapter 2) from the qyrokinetic equation. The result is
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, 2 (1 + 1/a-r) d 1 d 1 e* 9 )

s (-1+»Dti/«) «39 ( 1 + / ) < 1 + / ) T '

where * = 1 - 0.3ib2/( D ^ . ) and C " ^ ) " 1 = t 3 / 2 (mi/me) ̂ v/(0.51 2^ a ) .

The collisional ion fluid equations are valid for (TCJ.) 2> o>. This

implies that v » 0.01 has to be taken. In (9) we have neglected all

collisional corrections to the ion sound contribution.

The dispersion equation is found by substituting the expression for

ni = ne of (9) into (3):

d2 r 1_ d 1 d 1 :

dê2

However, we are interested in the effect of the ion-ion collisions on

the growth rate of the modes that we found in Section II. In that

Section we used the collisionless ion response of Eq. (7) of Chapter

2. It is valid for arbitrary gyroradius parameter b and contains the

ion magnetic drift resonances which appear in the plasma dispersion

function and related functions. The ion response (9) was calculated

from the collisional moment equations, and is valid for b « 1 and con-

tains the ion magnetic drift resonances which appear in the denomina-

tors (-1+iDjjj.̂ /u))"1. After the example of (9), we generalize Eq.

(7) of Chapter 2 to
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Ti

2 2 *

% e-2) - A X s _ (5-2)} |± . (11)
dê " dê dê dê2 e

In the absence of collisions, i|> •* 1 and (11) becomes identical to

Eq. (7) of Chapter 2. Upon substitutinq (11) in (3) we find a disper-

sion relation which is equivalent to (5) with corrections due to the

ion-ion collisions:

The differences between the ion responses (9) and (11) and between the

dispersion equations (10) and (12) will be discussed in Section IV.

We solved the eigenmode equation (12) and plotted the eiqenfrequency

in Fiqs. 1 and 3. From Fiq. 1, where b is taken to be constant, it is

seen that the qrowth rate acquires lower values when the ion-ion col-

lisions are taken into account. Imft qrows linearly with v, as was the

case without ion-ion collisions.

From Fig. 3 it is seen that the growth rate strongly decreases for

large values of b. The maximum of the growth rate in Fig. 3 is more

pronounced and occurs at a lower b with ion-ion collisions.

The values of b = b(1+s292) that we consider are b : 0.05 * 0.2, for

s = 1 and 0 = 2, so that the expression >|if which is valid for b « 1,

can be used, and the differen

ro(b) + 1-b, is not important.

can be used, and the difference between rQ(b) and its limit for b « 1,
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Our results can be contrasted with those of Cheng et al. (1982), who

did not consider the ion-ion collisions but who took into account the

effect of the electron-ion collisions on the ion response. Prom their

paper it can be inferred that the latter effect is only important for

v > 0.1. Prom Fig. 1 it is seen that the ion-ion collisions influence

the growth rate already for much smaller values of v. Therefore, ion-

ion collisions are more important than the friction of the ions with

the electrons.
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IV. DISCUSSION OF APPROXIMATIONS USED IN THE DISPERSION RELATIONS

In the first part of this Section, we compare the ion fluid

response (9) with the ion response (11), which is obtained by general-

izing the collisionless ion response, Eq. (7) of Chapter 2. The dif-

ferences between these responses manifest themselves in the ion mag-

netic drift resonances and in the finite ion gyroradius corrections.

In the response (11), the functions 5Z(£) and A^, i = 0,1,2, contain

resonances with the ion magnetic drift frequency. The drift frequency

<i> . depends on the microscopic velocity component v|( through u>u- =

w .2v?/v?. .. If under the velocity space inteqrals, v̂ j is taken to

be T./m., so that »_• becomes identical to w D ti» it is seen from

Eq. (8b) of Chapter 2, that 5Z< 5)+(-l+<»Dt . / w ) -
1 , V~ ro / (~ 1 + mDti / l l ] ) 3 ,

A1+-%ro/(-1+<tfDti/(i>)* and A2->-iro/(-1+a>Dti/w)
5. Then, in the limit of

small b, and upon neglectinq the finite ion gyroradius corrections in

the ion sound term, it is seen that (9) is identical to (11).

To see the difference between the ion magnetic drift resonant

effects in the Vlasov and the fluid picture, we have plotted the

eigenfunction <t>(9) of the dissipationless dispersion equations, which

are obtained from (10) and (12) by taking i|) = 1 and v = 0, in Fig. 4.

For simplicity, we have taken the full ion gyroradius corrections into

account in both cases. The value of b is b = 0.04, and all other

parameters have the same values as in Fig. 1. Because of the smallness

of b, the difference between the full function r (b) and its approxi-

mation 1-b is certainly negligible. The value of the frequency in the

Vlasov case is JJ = 0.61 and in the fluid case a = 0.5. It is seen that

the eigenfunction is somewhat more localized in the Vlasov case. This

is further illustrated by the corresponding effective potentials

V(6), which are plotted in Fig. 5. We recall that the dissipationless

equation, written in standard form, is [dz/dêz-V(ê)]*(9) = 0.
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Fig. 4. Jhe eigenfunctions of the dissipationless equation for
b = 0.04. The same parameters as in Fig. 1. the solid and the
broken curves represent the result with the Vlasov and the
fluid ion response, respectively.
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Fig. 5. The potentials corresponding to the eigenfunctions in Fig. 4.
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Prom Fig. 5 it is seen that the difference in localization of the

eigenmodes $(9) is caused by the difference in the potentials V(6)

for values of ê approaching the ion magnetic drift resonance. Due to

the dependence of w . on the microscopic parallel velocity in the

Vlasov response, the potential V(6) becomes large for smaller values

of ê than in the fluid case.

We now consider the approximation that was made in Section II,

leading to the dispersion equation (5). The part of the ion sound con-

tribution that was neglected in (3) to arrive at (5) is

i d - , "We, , 1 ,d « d
d9 vi« - (1~ V K (1 + FP{d6 o dl

+ 3h2{— ?~2)2 - Ai £- (C-2)} Si . (13)

ê 2d92

We have to calculate the collisionless expression for v.a from tne

gyrokinetic equation. The parallel perturbed ion velocity is given by

(see Eq. (4-16) of Chapter 1),

If
where JQ = ^ ( k ^ / a ^ ) , k = \kxj(1+s

2ê2)^r and vL and v̂  are the

microscopic velocity components perpendicular and parallel to the

equilibrium magnetic field, respectively. The function g^ is the

solution of the qyrokinetic equation (see Eq. (4) of Chapter 2) in

the limit j(v2
hi/q

2R2)/(w~u
ni)

2| « 1. Upon retaininq only contribu-

tions that are odd in vn (these were omitted in Eq. (6) of Chapter

2), we find
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± 2 i J * . (15)
i qR(«-uDi) ge n (w-wDi) o

Here, Fr is a Maxwellian at temperature Ti« upon substituting (15)

into (14) we find

v = " i e (1 + — ) (B ^ | + BJ ^ T (C"2)$) , (
il miuqR Sit O d e d 9

where

O 3£^ O ' 2 gj2 O

When we approximate u_. by U
DI.J before integrating over velocity

space, we see that B Q •*•
 r

o / ( -
1 + w

D t i /
u ) 2 an<3 Bi + -%ro/(-i+i»Dti/u)

3.

Note that 2Bi and Ao have the same fluid limit. Because of the com-

plicated structure of the functions An, n = 0,1,2, and Bn, n = 0,1

(see (17) and Eq. (8b) of Chapter 2), it is not easy to estimate the

magnitude of (13). However, when An and Bn are approximated by

their equivalent "fluid" expressions, (13) becomes

( 1+T)u>_. ./to . ,V Dti / 1 d

O-<»Dti/<»)
Dti

d -

dê

The approximation made in the "fluid" dispersion equation (10) also

leads to expression (18). Upon substituting (18) in the dispersion

equation, it enters in the form of a correction to the resistive

term. It is very small, because u
D t i /

u < 1•

Further, we have checked numerically that taking into account (13) in

the dispersion equations has a negligible effect on the eiqenfrequen-

cies. We conclude that it is allowed to neglect the terms in the dis-

persion equations that result by taking into account (13) or its

"fluid" form (18).
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In this Chapter we have discussed the curvature-induced branch

of the electrostatic drift modes in the strongly collisional regime of

a toroidal plasma. This branch is marginally stable in the absence of

dissipative effects. The resonances corresponding to the ion magnetic

drifts are fully taken into account.

The eigenmode equation is a fourth-order differential equation in the

extended poloidal variable of the ballooning mode representation. In

this formalism, the magnetic field line curvature is treated fully.

The equation is analysed numerically, using a shooting method. The

modes turn out to be unstable due to the electron-ion collisions. The

growth rates are smaller than those reported in the literature (Chen

et al. (1980); Marchand and Guzdar (1982); Cheng et al. (1982)), where

the ion magnetic drift resonances were neglected.

We have taken into account the perpendicular viscosity in the perturb-

ed ion density. The result is that for increasing kxp^, the growth

rate exhibits a maximum instead of increasing without bound. This is

in agreement with the results of Chapter 2 in the weakly collisional

regime. In both regimes, the growth rate has a maximum for k,p. - 0.35

where Reu = 0.5 w*. These values are in the range of the experimental

results on low-frequency turbulent spectra that are mentioned in the

Introduction of Chapter 1.
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SAMENVATTING

Het in dit proefschrift beschreven onderzoek werd verricht tenein-

de na te gaan wat de stabiliteitseigenschappen en de ruimtelijke struc-

tuur van laagfrequente driftgolven in een plasma in een tokamak zijn.

De tokamak is het meest gebruikte systeem om een plasma magnetisch op te

sluiten. Een met behulp van magneetspoelen opgewekt toroïdaal magneet-

veld en een door de stroom in de toroïdale richting in het plasma zelf

opgewekt poloïdaal magneetveld zijn er de oorzaak van dat de magnetische

veldlijnen schroefvormig om de torus gaan. Het toroïdale veld is omge-

keerd evenredig met de afstand tot de symmetrieas van de torus. Daardoor

varieert de veldsterkte langs een veldlijn en is sterker aan de binnen-

kant dan aan de buitenkant van de torus. In het proefschrift wordt vooral

aandacht besteed aan de invloed van de kromming en de gradiënt van het

magneetveld op de laagfrequente driftgolven.

Men neemt aan dat instabiele driftgolven een verklaring kunnen leveren

voor het "anomale" transport in tokamaks. Het woord anomaal wordt gebruikt

om aan te geven dat dit transport niet berust op Coulomb botsingen. In

een tokamak zijn de deeltjes- en warmteflux van de elektronen in de radi-

ele richting veel groter dan die voorspeld worden door de neo-klassieke

theorie van transport. Deze theorie berust wel op Coulomb botsingen en

brengt de geometrie van de tokamak in rekening.

In hoofdstuk 1 wordt de dynamica van driftgolven in het model van

een plasma in een vlakke-laag geometrie beschreven. De effecten van dis-

sipatie, van afschuiving van de magnetische veldlijnen in de radiële rich-

ting en van de kromming van het magneetveld worden geschat. Vervolgens

worden de toroïdale geometrie, de vergelijking voor het plasma in even-

wicht, de ten gevolge van de inhomogenlteit van het magneetveld optredende

scheiding van de elektronen in een gevangen en een circulerende populatie

en de verschillende regimes van de botsingsparameter behandeld. Tenslotte

worden de gyrokinetische vergelijking voor de verstoorde distributie-

functie en de "ballooning" transformatie gegeven. De verstoorde plasma-

dichtheden en -stromen worden verkregen door integratie van de verstoorde

distributiefunctie over de snelheidsruimte. De combinatie van deze groot-
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f
heden met de Maxwell-vergelijkingen vormt de basis van de berekeningen in

hoofdstuk 2. Met behulp van de "ballooning" transformatie wordt het twee-

dimensionale eigenwaardeprobleem voor de driftgolven in een tokamak geredu-

ceerd tot een éën-dimensionaal probleem in een uitgerekte poloïdale varia-

bele. In deze representatie kunnen de effecten van de kromming van het mag-

neetveld en van de eindige ionen-gyratiestraal volledig beschreven worden.

In hoofdstuk 2 worden de elektrostatische driftgolven onderzocht in

het zwak botsingsbepaalde (bananen-)regime, waar de botsingen een verwaar-

loosbare invloed hebben op de dynamica van de driftgolven. De eigenmode-

vergelijking wordt afgeleid uit de gyrokinetische vergelijkingen voor zo-

wel ionen als elektronen. Het is een integro-differentiaalvergelijking in

de uitgerekte poloïdale variabele. De magnetische driftresonanties van de

ionen worden volledig meegenomen, ook in de ionen-geluidsgolfbijdrage.

Het integraaldeel van de vergelijking komt van de niet-adiabatische res-

pons van de gevangen en circulerende elektronen. De eigenmode-vergelijking

wordt numeriek geanalyseerd met behulp van een integratiemethode waarin

het integraaldeel iteratief behandeld wordt. Het blijkt dat er een door

kromming van het magneetveld geïnduceerde tak van eigenmodes bestaat, die

niet in het vlakke-laag model voorkomt. Deze modes zijn sterk gelokali-

seerd in de poloïdale richting ten gevolge van de magnetische drift-reso-

nanaties van de ionen en zijn marginaal stabiel wanneer dissipatie ver-

waarloosd wordt. De laagste even mode wordt instabiel onder invloed van

de inverse Landau demping van circulerende elektronen. Met "laagste"

wordt bedoeld dat deze mode het laagste mode-getal en de minste ruimte-

lijke variatie heeft. Hogere modes hebben een hogere frequentie. De niet-

adiabatische respons van de gevangen elektronen veroorzaakt een daling

van het reële deel van de frequentie en werkt indirect destabiliserend,

omdat de destabiliserende effecten evenredig zijn met het verschil van

de mode-frequentie en de drift-frequentie. Als het quotiënt van de ionen-

gyratiestraal en de loodrechte golflengte p./A^ wordt vergroot, dan gaat

de groeisnelheid door een maximum. In de numerieke berekeningen gebrui-

ken we benaderingen voor de kernen in het integraaldeel van de dispersie-
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vergelijking. Het verschil tussen de eigenfrequenties die verkregen wor-

den met gebruik van deze benaderingen of van de exacte uitdrukkingen

blijkt verwaarloosbaar klein te zijn. Voor stijgende waarden van de krom-

ming van de magnetische veldlijnen en voor voldoend grote afschuiving

gaat de laagste mode die ook in het vlakke-laag model gevonden wordt,

over in één van de hogere door kromming geïnduceerde modes. Met gebruik-

making van een interactieve, numerieke WKB-code blijkt het mogelijk te

zijn om de verandering van de Stokes-structuur in het complexe vlak en

van het mode-getal van deze oplossing te volgen. Deze mode is zo sterk

gedempt, dat hij niet gedestabiliseerd kan worden door inverse dissipa-

tie van de elektronen. Ook de andere modes met hogere mode-getallen blij-

ven stabiel.

In hoofdstuk 3 worden de momentvergelijkingen gegeven in de bena-

dering dat de elektronen en ionen als twee verschillende vloeistoffen be-

schouwd worden. We gebruiken de transportcoëfficiënten die geldig zijn in

een sterk magneetveld en verwaarlozen vrijwel geheel het effect van bot-

singen op de loodrechte beweging van de elektronen- en ionenvloeistoffen.

Dit stelsel van vergelijkingen wordt gelineariseerd, waarbij de ordening

wordt toegepast die geldig is voor de beschrijving van driftgolven. Rela-

tief veel aandacht wordt besteed aan het berekenen van de bijdragen van

de viscositeit.

In hoofdstuk 4 worden de elektrostatische driftgolven onderzocht

in het sterk botsingsbepaalde (Pfirsch-Schlüter-)regime. De eigenmode-

vergelijking wordt afgeleid uit de botsingsbepaalde elektronenvergelij-

kingen, gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 3, en de botsingsloze ionenvergelij-

kingen, gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 2. Dit botsingsloze model voor de

ionen is in overeenstemming met de vloeistofbeschrijving voor de ionen

van hoofdstuk 3 als in de laatste alle effecten van botsingen op de ionen

verwaarloosd worden. De eigenmode-vergelijking is een vierde orde dif-

ferentiaalvergelijking in de uitgerekte poloïdale variabele. De laagste

even mode van de door kromming geïnduceerde tak wordt instabiel onder

invloed van de elektron-ion botsingen. Vervolgens wordt de invloed van
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ion-ion botsingen onderzocht. Voor dit doel worden de ionenvloeistofver-

gelijkingen van hoofdstuk 3 gebruikt. Het effect van de frictie van de

ionen met de elektronen op de ionenbeweging kan verwaarloosd worden ten

opzichte van het effect van de ionenviscositeit. Als het quotiënt van de

ionengyratiestraal en de loodrechte golflengte p./X^ wordt vergroot, dan

wordt de groeisnelheid niet steeds groter, maar gaat door een maximum

ten gevolge van de ionenviscositeit loodrecht op het magneetveld.

De grootte van de golflengte en van de frequentie bij het maximum

van de groeisnelheid liggen in het gebied van waarden dat hoort bij de

laagfrequente turbulente spectra die gevonden worden in de tokamak-expe-

rimenten. Dit geldt voor zowel het botsingsloze als het sterk botsings-

bepaalde regime. Het tussenliggend (plateau-)regime is niet behandeld.

Echter, de groeisnelheden die gevonden worden in het botsingsloze regime

en in dat gedeelte van het sterk botsingsbepaalde regime waar de botsings-

parameter relatief klein is, zijn van dezelfde orde van grootte.
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S T E L L I N G E N

bij het proefschrift

Curvature-induced Electrostatic Drift Modes

in a Toroidal Plasma

M. Venema, 9 januari 1985

1. De door Similon en Diamond ontwikkelde theorie van de

niet-lineaire interactie van de door krommigg geïnduceerde

driftgolven in een tokamak is gebaseerd op de overlapping van

lineaire quasi-modes. Bij een juiste behandeling van de mag-

netische drift-resonanties van de ionen blijkt deze overlap-

ping verwaarloosbaar te zijn, waardoor de resultaten van de

niet-lineaire theorie aanvechtbaar zijn.

P.L. Similon en P.H. Diamond, Phys. Fluids 2JJ.il) , 916
(1984).
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 2.

2. De door Connor et al. uit de drift-kinetische vergelij-

king voor de ionen met een Fokker-Planck botsingsterm bere-

kende uitdrukking, die het effect van ion-ion botsingen op

"ballooning" modes beschrijft, is eenvoudiger te berekenen

met behulp van de uitdrukking voor de botsingsbepaalde visco-

siteit in de vloeistof-vergelijkingen voor de ionen van

Braginsky.

J.W. Connor, L. Chen en M.S. Chance, Nucl. Fusion 23(7),
881 (1983).
S.I. Braginsky, in "Reviews of Plasma Physics 1",
Consultants Bureau, New York, 205 (1965).



3. Bij verhitting van een plasma in een tokamak door middel

van ECRH is het effect van de toroïdale geometrie op de

diffusie-coëfficiënt in de snelheidsruimte, die veroorzaakt

wordt door de interactie van de elektron-cyclotron golven met

de elektronen in het plasma, nog niet berekend. Recent onder-

zoek wijst erop dat de diffusie-coëfficiënt niet zonder meer

met behulp van de quasi-lineaire theorie voor homogene

plasma's verkregen kan worden.

R.A. Cairns en C.N. Lashmore-Davies, in "Proceedings of
the IVth Int. Symp. on Heating in Toroidal Plasmas",
Rome, 19B4.
C.F. Kennel en F. Engelmann, Phys. Fluids £(12), 2377
(1966).

4. De op zichzelf juiste conclusie van Finn et al. dat een

axiaalsymmetrisch evenwicht van een plasma instabiel is

indien bij het minimaliseren van de tweede variatie van het

minimum-energie-principe van Taylor de eigenwaarde y behoren-

de bij de Euler-vergelijking VxSB. = p68. kleiner is dan de

eigenwaarde v van de axiaalsymmetrische oplossing van

x|̂  = yBj Wordt door hen getrokken uit een onjuiste formule.

J.M. Finn, W.M. Manheimer en E. Ott, Phys. Fluids 24(7),
1336 (1981).

5. In de techniek van het lassen met een lichtboog is een

duidelijke vooruitgang geboekt door de losmaking van het

elektrode-systeem van het werkstuk (plasmabrander i.p.v. las-

boog). Voor lage-druk glimontladingen is dit moeilijker te

realiseren door de grotere afmetingen van het elektrode-

systeem.



6. De entropie en de voorwaardelijke entropie per spin zijn

als functies van de toestanden van een oneindig rooster-spin-

systeem niet aan elkaar gelijk.

0. Bratteli en D.W. Robinson, "Operator Algebras and
Quantum Statistical Mechanics II", Springer-Verlag, New
York, Heidelberg, Berlin, 292 (1981).
A.A. Tempelman, Z. Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie verw.

Gebiete 65_t 359 (1984).

7. De oplossing van de Faddeev-vergelijkingen voor drie

nucleonen zonder spin met binaire interactie die beschreven

wordt door een separeerbare potentiaal met twee termen met

hetzelfde teken en elk bestaande uit Yukawa-vormfactoren ver-

toont het Efimov-effect bij die sterkte van de interactie,

waar de eerste aangeslagen toestand van twee nucleonen margi-

naal bestaat. Wanneer het teken van de twee termen in de po-

tentiaal verschillend wordt genomen, treedt het Efimov-effect

voor dezelfde sterkte van de interactie ook op. Het Efimov-

effect kan dan echter niet in verband gebracht worden met het

marginaal bestaan van een aangeslagen toestand.

I.V. Simenog en A.I. Sitnichenko, Ukr. Fiz. Zn. (USSR)
28(1), 1 (1983).

8. De benaderingen van de Debye-functie voor hoge en voor

lage temperaturen gelden niet zoals in de vaste-stoffysica

leerboeken is aangegeven voor T » T» respectievelijk T < Tn,

maar voor T » T../4 respectievelijk T <K T_/4 (TD is de Debye-

temperatuur).



9. De onderwerpen "Speciale Functies" en "Integro-differen-

tiaal-vergelijkingen" in numerieke programmabibliotheken als

NAG, IMSL en CERNLIB kunnen sterk uitgebreid worden. Het

tweede onderwerp is een nog vrijwel onontgonnen gebied.

10. Het toenemend gebruik van grof gemalen granen en zaden

bij de broodbereiding kan leiden tot een daling van het ge-

boortecijfer wegens de aanwezigheid van gossypol in katoen-

zaad.

M. Baumgarth, Planta Medica 39_, 320 (1980).

11. De kwaliteit van homeopathische geneesmiddelen kan beter j

worden gewaarborgd door de ondernemer te onderwerpen aan de j

verplichting een fabricagevergunning aan te vragen en door te ;
i

voldoen aan de GMP-regels. j

12. Ondanks de verscheidenheid aan toepassingen van hoogwaar-

dige kunststoffen worden kunststofprodukten in het dagelijks

leven vaak als inferieur beschouwd.

13. Een amateur-symfonieorkest is meer gebaat bij een capa-

bele dirigent dan bij een hoog speelniveau van de musici.

14. Alleen al de gedachte aan een verhuizing naar Groningen

heeft de topografische kennis van veel Haagse PTT-ers sterk

uitgebreid.

15. Elektronisch stemmen maakt het op een creatieve manier

ongeldig maken van het stembiljet onmogelijk.


